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Case No. 20141070-CA
IN THE

UT AH COURT OF APPEALS
STATE OF UTAH,

Plaintiff/Appellee,
V.

JOSE LEIVA-PEREZ,
Defendant/Appellant.

Brief of Appellee
STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
Defendant appeals from a conviction for first-degree murder. This
Court has jurisdiction under Utah Code Ann.§ 78A-4-103(2)0) (West Supp.
2015) (pour-over provision).

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES
Defendant was arrested in California after the body of his cousin and
roommate was found in their trailer near Fort Duchesne, Utah.

Police

interviewed him the day after he arrived at the Uintah County Jail.

He

initially clain1ed that his cousin had been beaten by three men who arrived
at the trailer by truck. By the end of the interview, he admitted that during
an argument with his cousin, Defendant got mad and hit him three times in
the head with an iron pipe.

1. Was Defendant's confession coerced, where, after receiving his

Miranda warnings at the beginning of a 95-minute interview, he made
statements inconsistent with evidence known by the interviewing officers,
they voiced their disbelief, they warned him once about the possibility of
"harsher charges" if he lied, they voiced a willingness to tell the judge about
any cooperation, and they knew nothing about Defendant's belief in the
importance of intercession because of his Guatemalan background?

Standard of Review. Review of a trial court's determination on the
voluntariness of a confession requires a bifurcated standard of review. The
ultimate determination of voluntariness is a legal question reviewed for
correcb1ess. State 7). Bunting, 2002 UT App 195, ,I12, 51 P.3d 37; see also State

v. Rettenberger, 1999 UT 80, 'nlO, 984 P.2d 1009.

The trial court's factual

findings are reviewed for clear error. State v. Prows, 2011 UT App 9, if 7, 246
P.3d 1200; Bunting, 2002 UT App 195, if 12.
2. The trial court asked defense counsel in front of jurors if Defendant
would testify and if he had discussed with Defendant his right to testify and
his ability to decide the matter. Defendant did not object to the re1narks.
Has Defendant established that the h·ial court's questioning
amounted to a plainly erroneous and prejudicial comment on his right to
silence?
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Standard of Review.

Plain error requires a showing of obvious,

prejudicial error. See State v. Nielsen, 2014 UT 10, ~55, 326 P.3d 645.

CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS, STATUTES, AND RULES
The following constitutional provisions are reproduced in Addendum

-~

A: U.S. Const. Amends. V and XIV.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
A.

Summary offacts. 1

Defendant, a Guatemalan citizen, entered the United States illegally,
and his cousin David Urrutea invited Defendant to stay with him in his
trailer outside Fort Duchesne, Utah. R403:464-65; R404:626. Within four
weeks, Urrutea was dead. R403:470, 481. He was last seen alive when he
left his job the evening of January 3, 2013. R404:659.
On January 6, Urrutea's sister Sandra Urrutea received a call from
Defendant who told her that Urrutea had been attacked in his home by
i ;~l
\!V

three black men and one Native An1erican, was beaten with a bat to the
point of being unrecognizable, and had been taken to the hospital by the fire
department.

R403:380-81.

Sandra, who lived in Los Angeles, called a

1

When setting out the facts, "all conflicts and doubts" are resolved
"in favor of the jury's verdict and the rulings of the trial court." State v.
Yanez, 2002 UT App 50, if 1 n.1, 42 P.3d 1248 (quotations and citation
omitted).
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hospital near her brother but discovered he was not there.

R403:382.

Because neither Defendant nor her brother answered their phones, she
called her sister Consuela Urrutea in Hooper, Utah. R403:382-83, 397.
Consuela called the police, multiple hospitals, and one of her
brother's friends looking for hhn, without success. R403:399-400. She drove
to Roosevelt on January 7 to look for him, again without success. R403:389r

'l;,f,:J

90, 400. So she called the Uintah County Sheriff's Office, and Deputy Clay
Caldwell arrived to conduct a welfare check on Urrutea. R403:389-90, 398400. Consuela met the deputy at the campground where Urrutea lived, and
the two knocked on the locked trailer door.

R403:391.

When no one

answered, the officer looked around the trailer's exterior and peered
through a split in the window blinds. Id. He saw blood spatter on the
curtains, the ceiling, and a blanket. Id. As he waited for backup to arrive,
he checked another window and saw a body lying on the floor. R403:392.
Once backup arrived, he forced open both the door lock and a deadbolt and
went inside. R403:392-93.
David Urrutea' s body was frozen and laying face down on the floor
inside the trailer, parallel to a couch.2 R403:393, 461; State's· Exhibit ["SE"]

2

When Urrutea was found, the temperature was 20° below zero.
R404:631, 636.
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10.

Under his head was a large puddle of frozen blood.

R403:459-60;

R404:537. On the end of the couch nearest the victim's head was a blanket
containing a large amount of blood, and on the walls near the same end of
the couch were blood stains. R403:418-21; SE 11-13, 16-17. Blood was also
located on the wall at the opposite end of the couch and on the other side of
the body.

R403:419-20; SE 15.

There was no evidence of a struggle.

R403:431-32; R404:633. From the evidence at the scene, Detective Leonard
Isaacson believed that an assault occurred while Urrutea was on the couch,
not on the floor. R404:635: R405:721-22, 729-30.
Dr. Erik Christensen, an assistant medical examiner, examined the
body after it had thawed and opined that Urrutea died as a result of blunt
force injuries to his head. R404:509-10, 524, 540, 543-44. He had no injuries
below his neck but multiple injuries above it. R404:518-19; SE 35.

The

doctor identified a number of fractures to the victim's head, face, skull, and
skull base. R404:518-20. He suffered a broken bone bridge on his face, two
deep lacerations and a tear on his upper lip, and abrasions on the right side
of his lip and the bottmn of his nose, all consistent with blunt force impactsuch as being hit forcefully with a hard object. R404:519, 524-25. His mouth
contained two teeth that had broken off. R404:523-24. There was extensive
bruising around both eyes, a u-shaped laceration on one cheek, and
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numerous lacerations around his left eyebrow and above the left eye
extending from the forehead into the scalp.

R404:527; SE 33.

A large

laceration on the left side of his forehead left his skull visible, and a starshaped laceration was found at the top of his head on the same side, both
indicative of blunt force impact. R404:528-30; SE 25, 36. The exam revealed
subarachnoid, subdural, and epidural hemorrhaging-all consistent with
traumatic injury- bruising of the brain, injuries to the frontal and temporal
lobes of the brain, and bone fragments imbedded in the brain. R404:531-32,
547.

Dr. Christensen explained that the injuries were not typical of a fall or
a single blow to the head, and he determined that the multiple injuries
resulted from five or 1nore strikes by a hard object. R404:529, 539-40. There
were no defensive wounds, suggesting that the victim had not warded off
the blows. R404:521-23, 536. The doctor did not believe that the victim
would have been able to move, lock the door, or talk following the assault.
R404:536-38, 541, 545-46. Nothing in the trailer suggested any post-assault

movement by the victim. R404:537-38, 645-46.
The investigation began immediately, with police collecting evidence
and interviewing everyone who lived nearby or ca1ne on the scene.
R404:627-28, 630-36; 639-43; R405:700-05. When Urrutea failed to show up
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at work for a couple of days, his boss noticed the unusual occurrence and
sent some men to try to locate him. R403:439-40. They arrived together in a
large black truck while the police were at the scene. R405:700. Officers
talked with the men, and all were later found to have alibis. R405:700-05.
Both Urrutea' s truck and Defendant were missing. R404:640-41, 64344. Police investigated Defendant's statements to Sandra and discovered

that no emergency personnel had visited the campground in the days before
Urrutea was found. R403:409, 466, 477; R404:563, 641, 655-56; R405:730-31.
Officers found a metal bar on a bed in a room at the back of the trailer.
R403:496-97; R404:648-52.

B.

Summary of proceedings.

The State charged Defendant with first-degree murder, in violation of
Utah Code Ann. § 76-5-203 (West Supp. 2015). Rl-2. The lead investigator
in the case, Detective Leonard Isaacson, obtained an arrest warrant, and
federal 111arshals later arrested Defendant in California. R9-10; R397:6, 9, 1620; R404:625, 629, 632. They found Urrutea' s abandoned truck in Moreno

Valley, California. R404:644-45.
1. Defendant confesses to killing Urrutea.

The day after Defendant arrived at the Uintah County Jail frmn
California, Detective Isaacson and Agent Dave Ryan of the F.B.I. spoke with
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him in his room in the jail's infirmary. R397:9-10, 21; R404:551. Defendant
was at the infirmary for treatment of a foot wound received when he
illegally entered the country for a second time two months earlier. R397:910, 23; SE 39 at 1-2 (exhibit in Addendum B).

Defendant spoke only

Spanish, so Agent Ryan served as an interpreter, but both officers asked
questions of Defendant. 3 R397:8, 10, 21; R404:552-53.
Before questioning began, Defendant described how he had hurt his
foot and said that he was receiving treatment.

R287:2.

Agent Ryan

remarked on the room's temperature, and Defendant agreed that it was II a
little" cold, but said no more. SE 39 at 3. Agent Ryan informed Defendant
that they had already spoken with the victim's two sisters and that they
wanted to understand Defendant's view of the events of the night Urrutea

Id. at 3-4.

died.

Defendant was eager to speak with the officers and

immediately began his explanation.

Id. at 4.

Agent Ryan interrupted

Defendant to provide him with his Miranda rights and instructed him to
speak up if he did not understand what was said. Id. After reading each
right, the agent paused for Defendant to indicate whether he understood the
statement. Id. When he finished, Defendant affirmed that he understood
3

Although there is no evidence that Agent Ryan was a certified
interpreter, the transcript was prepared for the court by a certified
interpreter. R156.
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his rights and that he wanted to talk to the officers to explain what
happened. Id.
Defendant explained that he was outside the trailer trying to find a
box of keys Urrutea needed in order to unclog their frozen toilet. Id. at 5-6.
Urrutea was lying on his bed talking on the phone. 4 Id. at 22. A black truck
drove up, and three men who worked with Urrutea got out and entered the
trailer. Id. at 6, 24-25. Defendant said his cousin had warned him a half
hour earlier that the men had threatened him at work about a woman he
was seeing, so when Defendant saw them drive up, he "took off." Id. at 6,
12-13, 26.

When the 1nen left two 1ninutes later, Defendant returned and put his
head inside the trailer door, only to find his cousin face down on the floor
with his face twisted away from the door and blood all over the blanket his
cousin used. Id. at 6-9, 14-15, 27-30. He said that as he stood at the door,
Urrutea begged him to take his truck and leave because the men had
threatened Defendant, and Urrutea did not want Defendant to be hurt or
deported. Id. at 6-9, 15-16. Defendant argued but then gave in, taking the
h·uck and driving all night to California where he had friends. Id. at 16-17.

4

Urrutea's bed was the couch in the 1nain area of the trailer. SE 39 at
15, 21-22.
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When asked about the emergency responders, Defendant said that he
was next door when the firemen and two a1nbulances came, but he did not
speak with anyone for fear he might be interviewed or deported. Id. at 1719, 50-51. He then said he answered questions the firemen asked. Id. at 18.
When the officers paused to get paper and a pencil for Defendant to
use to draw the trailer's floorplan and the victim's location, Defendant
commented that he was cold. Id. at 20-21. Agent Ryan directed him to
wrap himself with his blanket, and the subject dropped. Id.
Over the next several pages, the officers had Defendant describe
where he saw Urrutea when he looked into the trailer after the men had
gone, identify all three men, and discuss why he abandoned Urrutea' s car in
California.

Id. at 21-35.

Agent Ryan then told Defendant that it was

"obvious" he was not telling the truth. Id. at 35-36. The agent explained
why they knew the three men in the black truck were not guilty and
revealed that they knew no one called the police, the fire deparhnent, or an
ambulance. 5 Id. at 36-38. Agent Ryan explained that they could only work
with Defendant if he told the truth, that if he did not tell the truth the
penalty or the punishment would "be worse," and that if he told the truth
5

Detective Isaacson did not reveal that he also knew before the
interview that the assistant medical examiner believed the victim could not
com1nunicate after the assault. R404:656-57.
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there would "be less charges." Id. at 38. He also stated that Defendant was
not "a horrible person" and that they wanted to help him but could not so
as long as he continued to lie. Id. at 39.
Defendant responded by repeatedly denying that he lied or that he
killed his cousin. Id. at 37-39. The officers refused to listen to his story a
second time and directed Defendant to decide if he wanted their help. Id. at
39. They suggested that he could write to the victim's family if he preferred,
but Defendant claimed that he did not know how to write.

Id. at 40.

Finally, the agent explained that they could help Defendant by talking to the
judge and the attorneys about his cooperation; Defendant simply had uto be
honest" and "show the judge and the court" that he wanted "to repent and
leave everything behind." Id. at 40-41.
Instead of confessing, Defendant had the officers confirm that police
found weapons at the trailer, and then claimed that he and his cousin
argued, and that he acted in self defense after his cousin threatened to shoot
him. Id. at 41-43. The officers again called him on his story and reiterated
that their help depended on his telling the truth. Id. at 43. Defendant then
explained that he and Urrutea argued, they both got 1nad, and, while his
cousin was lying face up in bed, Defendant hit him three times in the head
with an iron bar he left in the trailer. Id. at 43-47. The officers had hhn
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repeat the story, then left him with paper, a pencil, and a recommendation
that he write the truth. Id. at 48-52; SE 38 (exhibit in Addendum C). The
interview concluded about 95 minutes after it began. Rl 11.
2. Defendant's motion to suppress.

Five months later, Defendant filed a motion to suppress his
confession and written statement. R33-66. In his motion, Defendant first
claimed that the Miranda warnings he was given suffered from multiple
problems. R41-42. He then argued for a heightened standard of review
under the Utah Constitution for determining the voluntariness of his
confession before arguing that his confession was coerced. R43-47. Finally,
he maintained that the confession was coerced because the interrogating
officers were persistent, used trickery and false friend techniques, and made
threats and promises about harsher punishments and helping him through
the court process. R44-47.
Defendant testified at the suppression hearing that he was a native of
Guatemala with a second or third grade public education. R397:53. He did
not remember being read his Miranda rights and clain1ed he did not want to
talk to the officers. R397:59-60. He re1ne1nbered that the officers promised
that if he confessed, they would speak with the judge and convince him to
deport Defendant instead of giving him a lengthy punishment. R397:60-62,
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66. He explained that he believed the officers could help him by talking to

the judge because that is how things were done in Guatemala, although he
had no personal experience with such things. R397:61, 65, 68. However, he
also testified that although the system in Guatemala involves "manipulation
because of money," he knew that the system in the United States was "very
different." R397:80.
The defense also presented expert testimony from Dr. William
Furlong, a professor at Utah State University in the Political Science
Deparhnent and Director of Latin American Studies.

R397:81.

He

explained that although he had never visited the area of Guatemala
Defendant called home, he believed that, like elsewhere in the country, its
residents distrusted the police. R397:83-84, 91. The citizens did not have

Miranda rights, bribery and corruption were pervasive in the justice system,
and there was widespread belief that the system ran on "personalism:"
someone who knows and can speak to the judge-or who knows someone
who can-is able to get more favorable h·eatment while those who don't
n1ay re1nain incarcerated without being tried. R397:82-87.
Following the suppression hearing, the trial judge issued written
findings of fact, and the parties submitted written briefs. R108-22, 127-38,
139-50. The judge then heard oral argument, and, on March 27, 2014, issued
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written conclusions of law denying the suppression motion.

R400:passim.

RlSl-83;

The judge began by rejecting Defendant's claims that the

Miranda warning, when given in a foreign language, must be in writing or
follow a prescribed translation. Conclusions of Law ["Concl."] at 2-3 (in
Addendum D).

Instead, the judge ruled that the warning in this case

adequately advised Defendant of his rights under Miranda and that
Defendant "understood his Miranda rights" and "agreed to speak with the
officer." Id. at 4-6, 7-14. The judge also rejected Defendant's unsupported
claim that the state constitution required a higher standard of proof for a
waiver of Miranda rights than the federal constitution. Id. at 6-7.
Next, the judge rejected Defendant's claim that his confession was
involuntary and inad1nissible because of inappropriate police techniques,
threats, and pr01nises. Id. at 14-31. First, he determined that the officers
"wanted the Defendant to be comfortable, and 1nade sure that his expressed
physical needs were 1net," finding that nothing about the conditions
surrounding the interview or the 95-minute duration was coercive or
inappropriate. Id. at 15-16.
Second, he held that "the officers were not excessively persistent" in
their questioning, and that their challenges to Defendant's version of the
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facts were "not inappropriate or excessive" but were of the "type and
nature" "consistent with appropriate police activity." Id. at 16-17.
Third, the judge agreed that Defendant had no family or counsel
present, but noted that he did not request their presence, rendering this
factor insignificant. Id. at 17.
Fourth, the judge recognized Defendant's background as a native
Guatemalan with a limited education, a poor family, and two illegal entries
into this country. Id. at 17-18. He found him to be articulate, recognized
that he answered all questions asked of him appropriately, and noted that,
despite claiming not to be able to read or write Spanish, Defendant
provided a written statement to the officers in Spanish which demonsh ated
4

a "considerable ability to communicate" and express himself clearly in
Spanish. Id. The judge found no mental deficiency or emotional instability
that would affect Defendant's ability to understand his situation, found him
to be "of at least average intelligence," and found no evidence that
Defendant was "susceptible to undue influence or that he [was] easily
manipulated, or willing to blindly follow authority." Id. at 20-21. Finally,
he held that whatever problems Guatemalans faced with police authorities
in their country, Defendant "was not under the impression that those same

characteristics apply to the police in the United States." Id. at 21.
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Fifth, the judge recognized that the officers attempted to use the false
friend technique during the interview but held that their efforts did "not
appear excessive or unusual or inappropriate" and that the technique was
the only deceptive device they used. Id. at 21-22.
Of more concern was the comment that the penalty "will be worse" if
Defendant did not tell the truth and that a confession would result in "less
charges." Id. at 22-31. The judge recognized that the reference was made at
only one point, did not mention a specific charge or its consequences, and
did not immediately result in a confession: instead, Defendant reiterated his
claim that three men killed his cousin. Id. at 25-26, 30. When the officers
declared that the claim was a lie and they could ·not help him if he
continued to lie, Defendant claimed that he acted in self defense. Id. at 26.
During the interview, the officers did not give false infonnation about the
sh·ength of the State's case or discuss the State's evidence. Id. at 28. Yet
Defendant provided accurate details of the 1nurder, including Urrutea' s
initial position on the couch, the n1ultiple blows to the head, the weapon,
and the fact the weapon remained in the trailer. Id. at 28-29.
Reviewing all the relevant factors under the totality of the evidence,
the judge held that Defendant's will was not overcome by the officers'
actions. Id. at 29. In addition to the absence of any 1nental deficiency or
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specific susceptibility to manipulation or coercion, the judge held that
Defendant's subjective abilities presented a "much more significant"
indication of his "ability to be manipulated" than did the expert's opinion
about Guatemalan distrust of their police officials. Id. at 29. The judge
found it "particularly pertinent" to his analysis that the officers had no
understanding of u personalism" or the justice system in Guatemala and,
hence, could not atte1npt to exploit that information in the interview. Id. at
29-30. Accordingly, the judge denied Defendant's suppression motion and

held that, because the confession was voluntary, the written statement
provided at the end of the interview was also admissible. Id. at 31.
The State used the interview transcript, audio recording, and written
statement at trial. R404:551, 561, 573. At the end of the four-day trial, the
defense rested, and, without excusing the jury, the trial judge asked counsel
if he would be calling Defendant to testify and if he had talked to him about
his right to make that decision.

R405:757-58.

Counsel stated they had

talked about it and Defendant would not be called, then asked to pursue the
1natter outside the jury's presence. Id. The judge thereafter instructed the
jury not to interpret what he did or said as favoring either side, not to base
their decision on his rulings or cmnments, and not to consider or hold
against Defendant his choice not to testify. R341-42, 347.
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The jury convicted Defendant as charged. R307-8, 326-29, 366-68. The
judge obtained a presentence investigation report, heard from counsel, the
victim's sister, and Defendant, and then sentenced Defendant to a term of
15-years-to-life in the State Prison. 6 R378-79; R406:passim.
Defendant timely appealed his conviction, and the Utah Supreme
Court poured the matter over to this Court. R380-81, 391-94.

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
Issue I:

Defendant's confession was not the product of coercion.

Neither the duration nor the conditions of the interview was coercive or
inappropriate.

Defendant's failure to request the presence of family or

counsel rendered their absence during the interview insignificant.
Defendant had no mental or emotional deficiencies, could communicate
well in Spanish and express hhnself, did not appear overly deferential or
compliant, and was not easily manipulated.

The officers never lied to

Defendant, did not inappropriately or excessively challenge his veracity,
and were not unduly persistent in their questioning. He was aware that the
judicial systen1 in the United States did not suffer from the same problems

6

Defendant had also been charged with witness tampering in
cmmection with this case. R375; R400:2. The trial judge granted the State's
motion to dis1niss that charge without prejudice at the end of the sentencing
hearing. R406:15.
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as the judicial system in Guatemala, so the officers' offer to intercede with
·-id

the judge if he confessed was not unusually persuasive; in any event, the
officers could not exploit a belief they did not know Defendant held.
Further, the officers' single, general threat of harsher punishment absent a
confession did not identify a specific charge or penalty, occurred at only one
point in the interview, and did not result in a confession. When Defendant
finally confessed, he did not parrot any facts the officers had revealed but
unilaterally provided accurate details of the crime. Thus, the officer's
actions did not overcome Defendant's free will, and his confession was not
coerced.
Issue II: Defendant asks this Court to reverse because the trial court
questioned his counsel in front of jurors about whether Defendant would be
testifying and whether Defendant and his counsel had discussed the matter.
Because Defendant did not object, he 1nust establish obvious, prejudicial
error.
Defendant, however, does not attempt to prove actual prejudice.
Instead, he simply asks this Court to presume prejudice. But an appellant
raising plain error as justification for considering unpreserved claimsincluding clailns of constitutional and even structural error- always has the
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burden of proving prejudice.

Because Defendant failed to take on that
~

burden, this Court must affirm.
Even if Defendant had tried to prove prejudice, however, he could
not do it on this record. The evidence of his guilt is overwhelming, where,
a1nong other things, the jury had Defendant's detailed confession. And the
court emphasized in its jury instructions that the jury could not consider
comments from the judge or Defendant's decision not to testify in its
deliberations about his guilt.

On this record, the exchange does not

undermine confidence in the outcome.
Finally, Defendant has not established error, let alone obvious error.
Nothing in the h·ial court's cmnments here suggested to jurors that they
would be justified in holding Defendant's failure to testify against him. To
the contrary, the trial court's formal instructions made plain that jurors were
not even to consider Defendant's decision in their deliberations, let alone
use it against hin1.
For any one or all of the above reasons, Defendant has not shownand ca1mot show - plain error on this record. This Court must therefore
affirm.
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ARGUMENT

I.
THE TRIAL COURT CORRECTLY CONCLUDED THAT
DEFENDANT'S CONFESSION WAS VOLUNTARY

Defendant argues that the trial court's refusal to suppress his
confession violated his right against compulsory self-incrimination under
the Fifth Amendment. Aplt.Br. 13-16. He contends that the interrogating
officers threatened him with harsher punish1nent if he did not confess,
promised that he would face "less charges" if he confessed, and stated that
if he confessed, they could help him by talking with the judge and the

attorneys. 7 Id. at 15. These representations, he argues, and his vulnerability
to police coercion induced him to confess. Id. at 12, 15-16. Defendant argues
that he was vulnerable because of his minimal education, his lack of familial
or legal support during the interview, and his belief, based on his
Guatemalan upbringing, that leniency in a judicial setting follows only
when someone intercedes on your behalf with the judge. Id. at 15-16.

7

Defendant abandons several of the claims he 1nade below, including:
his waiver of his Miranda rights was unknowing and involuntary because he
neither received nor signed a written Spanish copy or because the Spanish
recitation did not follow an apporved written h·anslation; and the state
constitution requires a higher standard of proof for a knowing waiver of
Miranda than the federal constitution and the State failed to meet the higher
burden here. See Canel. at 1-2.
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Defendant's

claim

fails

because,

under

the

totality

of

the

circumstances, the trial court properly determined that his confession was
voluntary.
A. Background law.

When faced with a challenge to the voluntariness of a confession, the
Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution require
that the prosecution"' demonstrate by a preponderance of the evidence that
the statement was made voluntarily based upon the totality of the
circumstances."' State v. Prows, 2011 UT App 9, 'i{9, 246 P.3d 1200 (quoting

State v. Rettenberger, 1999 UT 80, ,l45, 984 P.2d 1009) (additional quotation
and citation omitted).

Review 1nust encmnpass the totality of the

circu1nstances, including not only the details of the interrogation-such as
the duration, officer persistence, police trickery, the absence of family and
counsel, and threats or promises made by the officer-but also the
characteristics of the accused, including his '"mental health, mental
deficiency, e1notional instability, education, age, and familiarity with the
judicial system."' Id. (quoting Rettenberger, 1999 UT 80, if15).
This Court must then determine "whether the interrogators exploited
[Defendant's] disabilities and deficiencies in such a way that his will was
overborne."

Rettenberger, 1999 UT 80, if19 (internal quotation marks
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omitted); see also State v. Arriaga-Luna, 2013 UT 56, if14, 311 P.3d 1028 (the
"ultimate test" is "whether the defendant's will has been overcome under
the totality of the circumstances"). Proof that the coercive tactics overca1ne
the defendant's free will requires evidence of "some physical or
psychological force or manipulation that is designed to induce the accused
to talk when he otherwise would not have done so" combined with "a
causal relationship between the coercion and the subsequent confession."

State v. Bunting, 2002 UT App 195, ifl4, 51 P.3d 37 (quotations and citations
omitted); see also State v. Werner, 2003 UT App 268,

,r1s, 76 P.3d 204. Absent

official coercion, there can be no finding that a confession was not
voluntary. See Rettenberger, 1999 UT 80, if 18.
B.

The circumstances surrounding Defendant's
demonstrate that he voluntarily confessed.

interview

Defendant contends the officers employed coercive conduct during
the interview that persuaded him to confess when he otherwise would not
have done so. Aplt.Br. 13-16. He claims the officers accused him of lying,
threatened him with "worse" punishment if he did not confess, promised
him leniency if he did confess, and assured him that if he confessed, they
would speak with the judge and counsel on his behalf. Id. at 15-16. At the
same time, he claims, he was unusually susceptible to their tactics because
of his lack of education, his lack of support, and a belief derived from his
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native Guatemala that intercession on his behalf with the judge is the only
way to obtain leniency. Id. at 16.
As noted above, courts consider the totality of the circumstances
when evaluating a voluntariness claim. See Rettenberger, 1999 UT 80,

State v. Strain, 779 P.2d 221, 225 (Utah 1989).

,r
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Relevant factors in this

analysis include: the length and location of the interrogation, the persistence
of the officers, the use of police trickery, the absence of family and counsel,
the use or threat of physical punishment, and the defendant's maturity,
education, physical and mental condition, and familiarity with the judicial
system. Werner, 2003 UT App 268, if16; Rettenberger, 1999 UT 80, ifif14-15.
In this case, Defendant does not challenge the trial court's findings of
fact on most of these factors. Review of the totality of the factors supports
the trial court's determination that Defendant voluntarily confessed.
Length and Location of Interview. The trial court found that the

interview lasted less than 95 minutes and was held at the jail infirmary due
to the h·eatment Defendant was receiving for a slow-healing leg injury he
had sustained prior to this case.

Findings of Fact ["Findings"] at 4 (in

Addendum E); Concl. at 15. Although the room was cold, Defendant "was
offered and had available blankets to make himself comfortable" and did
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not thereafter complain of the temperature. Findings at 4; Canel. at 15.
Defendant does not challenge these findings on appeal. 8
Persistent Questioning. The trial court also found that the "officers

were not particularly persistent" in questioning Defendant and that .,,the
tone of the interview" was "not unduly harsh." Findings at 15; Canel. at
16-17. Recognizing that the officers did not believe Defendant's initial story,
the trial court found that "their efforts to disabuse the Defendant of his
truthfulness was not excessive," "inappropriate," "overly aggressive or
assertive." Findings at 15; Concl. at 16-17. Instead, the court found the
efforts to be "of a type and nature that routinely occur during police
interviews." Concl. at 17. Indeed, "it is eminently reasonable that police
officers challenge criminal suspects' questionable explanations in their
pursuit of the truth and their efforts to solve crilnes." State v. Montero, 2008
UT App 285,

if 13, 191 P.3d 828 (" a police officer's exhortations to tell the

truth or assertions that a suspect is lying do not automatically render a
resulting confession involuntary"). Further, the trial court held that the
officers "did not de1nean or embarrass the Defendant" but conducted the

8

Defendant mentions both his leg injury and the cold room in his
"Sum1nary of Arguments" section. Aplt.Br. 11-12. He fails, however, to
include any such mention in the body of the argument, leaving the h·ial
court's findings on these matters unchallenged. Id. at 13-16.
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interview "professionally."

Canel. at 17.

These findings are also

unchallenged on appeal.
Absence of Family and Counsel. Defendant's attempt to use the

absence of family or counsel during the interview as a factor suggesting his
vulnerability to coercion is unpersuasive in light of the fact that he
requested neither. Findings at 16; Canel. at 17. The trial court held that,
absent a request, the factor carried no significance in the analysis, and
Defendant cites no authority to the contrary. Canel. at 17; Aplt.Br. 13-16.
Deception and Trickery.

Although the interrogating officers

attempted to use the false friend technique, the trial court held that the
effort was not

II

excessive or unusual" and was ineffective due to "the

language barrier" and "Defendant's personal view on police in general." 9
Findings at 15-16; Canel. at 21-22. The court further held that the "police
did not e1nploy any other alleged deception or trickery during the interview
9

The false friend technique involves an officer who "assume[s] a nonadversarial role in which the suspect will perceive him not as an officer who
is attempting to elicit incri1ninating information, but rather as a friend or
counselor who is truly concerned with the suspect' s welfare." Welsh S.
White, Police Trickery in Inducing Confessions, 127 U.Pa.L.Rev. 581, 614-15
(1979). The technique involves an attempted "role switch," id. at 616,
wherein the "interrogators ... pretend that they are not suspects'
adversaries." Margaret L. Paris, Trust, Lies, and Interrogation, 3 Va. J. Soc.
Pol'y & L. 3, 21 (1996). "If all goes well, the suspect is fooled into trusting
that the interrogator's behavior will confonn to the norms of friendship."
Id.
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in this matter."

Canel. at 22.

Defendant mounts no challenge to these

findings. Aplt.Br. 13-16.
Defendant's maturity, education, physical and mental condition,
and familiarity with the judicial system.

The trial court did not find

Defendant to be particularly vulnerable to official coercion. The judge made
numerous unchallenged findings regarding the relevant characteristics.
Defendant was 34 years old when he was interviewed, came from a farming
background in southern Guatemala, and had a public school education
through the second or third grade.

Findings at 8. He could write and

communicate "reasonably well" in his native Spanish and is of "at least
average intelligence." Canel. at 20. The court found that there "was no
evidence of any mental or emotional problems" and "no evidence of a
learning disability, except his demonsh·ably deficient public education."
Findings at 8; Canel. at 20. Defendant demonstrated at the suppression
hearing "that he can think critically, and respond appropriately to questions
that are asked of him." Canel. at 20. The court remarked that his successful
entry

into

this

resourcefulness."

country- twice- de1nonstrates both "ingenuity
Id.

and

Defendant told the trial court that his only prior

involvement with law in this counh·y involved his deportation from Hawaii,
and that he "had been arrested one tilne in Guatemala for intoxication, and
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had served approximately 5 days [in] jail" before being released. Findings
at 8.
Defendant reasserts on appeal that he was vulnerable to coercion
because his Guatemalan upbringing engendered an allegedly "strong
conviction" that intercession with the judge was vital to a favorable
outcome in a judicial setting. Aplt.Br. 16. The officers used the lure of
intercession on his behalf, he clahns, to coerce a confession from him by
offering to intercede on his behalf with the judge and counsel. Id. at 12, 16.
The defense offered, and the trial court acknowledged, expert
testimony about the prevailing view of poor Guatemalans that involvement
in the Guatemalan judicial system would end favorably to the accused only
upon a third party's intercession with the judge or the officers on an
accused's behalf.

Canel. at 19-20.

However, the trial court rejected

Defendant's claim that the officers used this belief to coerce his con£ession
for two reasons. First, Defendant's own testimony convinced the trial court
that he "understood that police tactics and policies in Guatemala were not
the same as they are in the United States." Canel. at 30, n.8. Defendant's
ability to make that distinction made hiln less likely to confess simply
because the officers prmnised to intercede for hhn. See, e.g., Strain, 779 P.2d
at 225 ("The mere representation to a defendant by officers that they will
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make known to the prosecutor and to the court that he cooperated with
them" has "been recognized as not coercive").
Second, the court found it "particularly pertinent" that there was no
evidence that the interrogating officers "had any understanding of the
political history of or the justice system in Guatemala" and, hence, had no
understanding of the importance of personal intercession to a Guatemalan.
Canel. at 29-30. Absent an awareness "of any potential deficiencies based
on the defendant's cultural background," the court held, the officers could
not take "any action to atte1npt to exploit any such deficiencies." Concl. at
30. See Rettenberger, 1999 UT 80, if18 (suspect's frame of mind does not

render confession involuntary unless officers know about and exploit it); see

also Bunting, 2002 UT App 195, ifiJ10, 28. Defendant makes no atte1npt to
challenge this determination on appeal.
Threats or Promises.

Finally, Defendant claims that the officers

threatened hiin with a "more severe punishment if he did not confess" and
promised "that there could be leniency" if he did confess, prompting him to
admit that "he physically struck the victim." Aplt.Br. 14-15.
Official threats or prmnises of greater or lesser punishment may 1nake
a confession involuntary only if, viewed in the totality of the circumstances,
they overcome the accused's free will. See Arriaga-Luna, 2013 UT 56, ,Il 1; see
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also Werner, 2003 UT App 268, ,r,r38-43 (despite inappropriate police activity
including threat of harsher penalties, under totality of the circumstances,
the conduct did not overcome Werner's will and cause the confession);

Burzting, 2002 UT App 195, ,I,I16-28 (same).
Here, the trial court properly determined, and the record supports,
that the identified police conduct did not overcome Defendant's free will.
In the course of the 95-minute interrogation, Defendant points to a
single general threat of "worse" punishment if Defendant did not want to
tell the truth, coupled with a statement of "less charges" if he told the truth.
Aplt.Br. 15 (citing SE 39 at 38-41). The reference encompasses the following
exchange:
INTERPRETING OFFICER: When, when the time comes,
when the time c01nes to go to a court, he [the questioning
officer] says that we want to be able to work with you. And
they can work with you if you say the truth. If you don't want
to say the truth, the, the, the penalty, that's how you say it? The
penalty will be worse. The punishment will be worse, ok? You
can say the truth, explain what happened and they can work
with you when the time comes to go see a judge. It will be less
charges.
QUESTIONING OFFICER: We make mistakes. We like to
work with people, because we all make mistakes.
INTERPRETING OFFICER: He says that we all make
mistakes and we want to give the opportunity to, to help with a
person to h·uly repent.
@
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QUESTIONING OFFICER: If you stand on the facts since
you are now, then in person is not what the facts show [sic].
And I don't know how we can help you. We want to be part of
your team.
INTERPRETING OFFICER: We want to help you, ok?
And if you continue with the, with the story that, that you told
us, it's not worth it, ok? We can't help you because almost
everything you said is false, and you know it. And we know it.
Ok? You want to tell us the h·uth about what happened? We
understand, we won't think that you[' re] a horrible person, ok?
But we want to know the truth. We want to know what
happened between you and David.
QUESTIONING OFFICER: Allow us to help you with.
INTERPRETING OFFICER: Let us help you.
DEFENDANT: The truth, the truth, it had been 25 years
that I hadn't seen my cousin.
INTERPRETING OFFICER: I've known pretty, my cousin
for 25 years.
DEFENDANT: And I didn't kill him. That's the truth.
INTERPRETING OFFICER: I didn't kill him.
DEFENDANT: That's why I left ... that's why I left, to not,
to, to not get involved, not because I had done it. And three
people did arrive.
SE 39 at 38-39; Concl. at 22-23. This exchange included no reference to a
specific charge or punish1nent, no personal guarantee voiced by the officers,
and no false information provided about the sh·ength of the State's case.
Concl. at 28. Moreover, the remarks did not elicit a confession. Instead,
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Defendant continued his claim that three people killed his cousin. SE 39 at
38-39; Concl. at 25-26.
Thereafter, the officers informed Defendant that his continued lies
would end the interview and that the officers could only help him if he told
the truth. SE 39 at 39-40; Findings at 10-11; Canel. at 23-24. During this
exchange, the officers did not repeat their remarks about harsher
punishment or lesser charges. Instead, they explained how they would get
the fact of Defendant's cooperation before the judge and the different ways
Defendant could present the truth. SE 39 at 39-40. The exchange did not
prompt a confession from Defendant, but a concern:

whether weapons

were found at the scene. Id. at 41. It was only after officers confirmed the
presence of guns that Defendant shifted to his claim of self defense, stating
that the victim threatened to kill him with a rifle. SE 39 at 41-43; Findings at
12; Canel. at 24. It was not until the officers again voiced disbelief about his
story that Defendant confessed to hitting the victim.

SE 39 at 43-47;

Findings at 12; Canel. at 24-26.
It is clear that the officers' threat of harsher punishment did not

overcome Defendant's will but was merely one of a number of factors to be
considered in deciding whether the confession was voluntary. Concl. at 2629.

See, e.g., Werner, 2003 UT App 268, if 128-43, 46 (threats of harsher
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penalties without a confession combined with blatantly false statements
about non-existent evidence did not, under totality of circumstances,
overcome Werner's will and cause him to confess); Bunting, 2002 UT App
195, ,I,I16-28 (false friend technique, threat of first-degree murder charge

absent a confession, and false representation of evidence did not, under
totality of circumstances, overcome Bunting's will and coerce confession).
On this record, the trial court correctly concluded that the confession was
voluntary.
The record reveals that Defendant is not a particularly vulnerable
person overly susceptible to manipulation.

Although uneducated,

Defendant was "not suffering from any mental deficiency or emotional
instability" that affected his ability to understand what was happening to
him or rendered him "susceptible to the false friend technique." Canel. at
20, 29.

Defendant could write and communicate in his native Spanish,

showed at the suppression hearing that he could "think critically and
respond appropriately to questions," and managed to enter the United
States illegally twice. Id. at 20. Defendant was not "overly deferential, or
compliant" and was not afraid to express positions that differed from those
of the interrogating officers. Id. Further, there was no evidence that he is
"susceptible to undue influence or that he is easily 1nanipulated or willing

to blindly follow authority."

Id. at 20-21.

Defendant does not claim

otherwise.
Further, Defendant was in a non-coercive environment, he was given
a general threat of harsher punishment with no personal guarantee or
excessive description of the harsh penalty, and he did not immediately
confess. Id. at 27-30. When a confession occurred, he did not parrot back
anything the officers had said but added accurate details of the murder on
his own. Id. at 28-29.
In light of the totality of the circumstances, therefore, the trial court
did not clearly err in finding that the officers' statements and conduct did
not overcome Defendant's will or improperly induce his confession.
Accordingly, the court correctly concluded that Defendant's confession was
voluntary.

II.
DEFENDANT HAS NOT ESTABLISHED THAT THE TRIAL
COURT'S QUESTIONING AMOUNTED TO A PLAINLY
ERRONEOUS AND PREJUDICIAL COMMENT ON HIS
RIGHT TO SILENCE

After the defense rested below, the trial judge did not excuse the jury
before questioning defense counsel about calling Defendant to testify.
R405:758.

Defendant argues that the questioning was "unfair and

prohibited." Aplt.Br. 20. Because Defendant did not object to the
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questioning at trial, he can prevail only by establishing plain error,
"meaning an error that was obvious and harmful." State v. Maestas, 2012 UT
46, if 51, 299 P.3d 892, reh'g. denied (Sept. 2012); see also Aplt.Br. 1 ("Because
this issue involves a Fifth Amendment Constitutional Issue which was not
preserved by objection below, to raise it for the first time on appeal,
Appellant must demonstrate plain error.").

Defendant's argument fails

because he has not shown obvious prejudicial error.

Proceedings below. At trial, after defense counsel stated that "the
defense is going to rest," the trial court engaged counsel in a brief
discussion before dismissing the jury:
THE COURT: Okay, are you going to call your client?
[DEFENSE COUNSEL]: No.
THE COURT: Have you talked to him about his right to
testify, to make the selection to testify even if you told him you
didn't think it was a good idea?
[DEFENSE COUNSEL]: We've talked about it, but we
probably need to do that again on the record. I'm wondering if
we could do that THE COURT: Outside the presence of the jury?
[DEFENSE COUNSEL]: -- outside of the jury.
THE COURT: I think that's an appropriate thing to do.
R405:758 (in Addendu1n F).

The jury was present through this

conversation.
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The trial judge instructed the jury in relevant part:
Jury Instruction 16
As the judge, I am neutral. If I have said or done anything
that makes you think I favor one side or the other, that was not
my intention. Do not interpret anything I have done as
indicating that I have any particular view of the evidence or the
decision you should reach.

Jury Instruction 17
You must base your decision only on the evidence that you
saw and heard here in court.. . . My legal rulings and
comments, if any, are not evidence.
In reaching a verdict, consider all the evidene as I have
defined it here, and nothing else ....

Jury Instruction 20
. . . In this case the defendant chose not to testify. Do not
hold that choice against the defendant. Do not try to guess
why the defendant chose not to testify. Do not consider it in
your deliberations.
R341, 342,347.
A. Appellant has not proved the prejudice element of his plain
error argument.

"To prevail under plain error review, a defendant must de1nonstrate
that '[1] an error exists; [2] the error should have been obvious to the trial
court; and [3] the error is harmful, i.e., absent the error, there is a reasonable
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likelihood of a more favorable outcome."' State v. Low, 2008 UT 58, if 20, 192
P.3d 867 (quoting State v. Ross, 2007 UT 89, if 17, 174 P.3d 628). The prejudice
element is the same as that required for ineffective assistance of counsel. See

State v. Ellifritz, 835 P.2d 170, 174 (Utah App. 1992) (recognizing plain error
and ineffective of assistance share a "common standard" of prejudice, i.e.,
absent the alleged error or ineffective assistance "the result would likely
have been different for defendant"); see also State v. McNeil, 2013 UT App
134, if 42, 302 P.3d 844 (same), cert. granted, 317 P.3d 432 (Utah 2013).
Defendant acknowledges that he did not preserve his challenge to the
exchange about his right to testify. And he acknowledges that plain error
review therefore applies. Aplt.Br. 1. But in lieu of proving prejudice,
Defendant asks the Court to do something the law prohibits-presume
prejudice. See State v. Bond, 2015 UT 88,

if if 41-47, 796 Utah Adv. Rep. 4

(defendants must prove prejudice even where prejudice would otherwise be
presumed).
Defendant simply proposes that "[i]t is a reasonable assumption that
the jury in Mr. Leiva-Perez's case would have been particularly curious
about what he would've said had he testified in light of the fact that it was a
murder case, the victim was Mr. Leiva-Perez's cousin, and it had been
demonstrated that the accused had previously given an interview which
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was in parts demonstrably untrue, and internally inconsistent." Aplt.Br. 1819. The same could be said if no such exchange had occurred and the case

was submitted to the jury without Defendant's testimony. Without more,
the statement is insufficient to meet Defendant's burden under the plain
error doctrine, and the Court must affirm for that reason alone.
Alternatively, Defendant could not have proven prejudice on this
record. There is no reasonable likelihood that jurors would have acquitted
Defendant but for the trial court's exchange about his right to testify. The
jury heard overwhelming evidence of Defendant's guilt, including
Defendant's own confession to intentionally murdering his cousin in a
manner consistent with all the physical evidence, his admission that he took
and abandoned the victim's truck, and the inconsistencies in his statements
about things such as emergency responders and conversing with the
voiceless victim after the murderous assault.
Further, the exchange only told the jury what would later become
apparent-Defendant would not testify. The only difference here is that the
exchange conclusively established orally what in the usual case is
conclusively established by the circu1nstances. And here, as in all cases
where the defendant does not testify, the trial court carefully instructed
Defendant's jury that he did not have to testify, and that it could not
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consider his silence in its deliberations about his guilt. R347 (instruction 20).
He also instructed them not to consider his comments in their deliberations.
R341 (instruction 16), 347 (instruction 20). Jurors are generally presumed to

follow the instructions given to them. See, e.g., State v. Menzies, 889 P.2d 393,
401 (Utah 1994).

In sum, Defendant does not attempt to prove prejudice, and the Court
must affirm based on that abdication of his responsibility alone. Further,
Defendant could not have proven prejudice on this record had he tried. This
Court may therefore affirm without bothering to analyze whether the trial
court's comments were in fact plainly erroneous. See McNeil, 2013 UT A pp
134, ,I42 (recognizing "common standard" of prejudice "serves as an

'analytical shortcut' to allow reviewing courts to forego analyzing the other
prongs of the ineffective assistance and plain error standards where a
defendant cannot demonstrate prejudice in any event") (citation omitted).
B.

Appellant has not shown obvious error because he points to
no case firmly establishing that the exchange amounted to a
constitutionally-prohibited comment on his decision not to
testify.

In any event, Defendant's plain error claim also fails because he has
shown no error, let alone, obvious error.
When, as here, a defendant decides not to testify, the Fifth
Amend1nent "forbids either comment by the prosecution on the accused's
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silence or instructions by the court that such silence is evidence of guilt."

Griffin v. California, 380 U.S. 609, 615 (1965).
In Griffin, the trial court instructed jurors that Griffin's silence could
support an inference of guilt under certain circumstances, for example, if
Griffin decided not to testify and thereby left unexplained incriminating
evidence that he could '"reasonably be expected to deny or explain because
of facts within his knowledge,"' or if Griffin chose to testify and failed to
explain the incriminating evidence. Id. at 610. The United States Supreme
Court held that this violated Griffin's right not to testify. Id. at 613. The
Court recognized that a defendant may choose not to testify for a variety of
reasons that would not warrant an inference of guilt. Id. The Court
accordingly held that the Fifth Amendment "forbids either comment by the
prosecution on the accused's silence or instructions by the court that such
silence is evidence of guilt." Id. at 615.
Citing Griffin, the Utah Supreme Court has held that a "[d]irect
reference by a prosecutor to a defendant's decision not to testify is always a
violation of

the

defendant's

fifth

amendment right

against self-

incrimination." State v. Tillman, 750 P.2d 546, 554 (Utah 1987). The supreme
court has also extended Griffin to prohibit even indirect comments on a
defendant's decision not to testify, where the comments are "manifestly
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intended or [are] of such character that the jury would naturally and
necessarily construe [them] to amount to a comment on the failure of the
accused to testify." State v. Nomeland, 581 P.2d 1010, 1011 (Utah 1978); see

also State v. Carter, 776 P.2d 886, 891 (Utah 1989) (same); State v. Hales, 652
P.2d 1290, 1291 (Utah 1982) (same). The latter only extends to "suggestions
that a defendant's silence is indicative of guilt." Carter v. Bigelow, 787 F.3d
1269, 1293 (10th Cir. 2015).
But these are the only established boundaries of the prohibition
against cormnenting on a defendant's silence. Defendant fails to show that
the h·ial court's questioning of his counsel about whether Defendant would
testify fell within these boundaries. Nothing in the h·ial court's comments
invited jurors to hold Defendant's silence against him, the chief evil to be
protected against. See Griffin, 380 U.S. at 615.
Here, the trial court only asked if the Defendant was going to testify
and if defense counsel had talked with Defendant about his right to testify.
R405:757-58. Nothing in these cmnments explicitly or implicitly suggested
to the jurors that his decision could be evidence of guilt. The exchange
therefore did not fall within the Griffin/Tillman proscriptions against
commenting on silence, plainly or otherwise.
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Further, the trial court formally instructed jurors that they were not to
interpret anything he (the judge) said during the trial as favoring one side
over the other; that their decision must be based on evidence, which did not
include his comments; and most importantly, that they could not consider
Defendant's decision not to testify in their deliberations on his guilt. R34142, 347.

Here, Defendant argues that the jury "would have been particularly
curious about what [Defendant] would've said had he testified" in light of
the facts of the case. Aplt.Br. 19. He also asserts that the comments were
"causing emphasis to be placed on Mr. Leiva-Perez's invocation to his right
to silence [sic]." Id. at 20. But these are risks any defendant takes when
choosing not to testify, and the jury instructions adequately deal with them.
The h·ial court's exchange here merely made explicit what is already
implicit anytime a defendant exercises. the right to silence at trial. And the
trial court's overall comments - and formal instructions - made plain that
that the jurors could not consider his decision or Defendant's silence in their
deliberations. R341 (" As the judge, I am neutral. If I have said or done
anything that makes you think I favor one side or the other, that was not my
intention. Do not interpret anything I have done as indicating that I have
any particular view of the evidence or the decision you should reach.");
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R342 ("You must base your decision only on the evidence that you saw and
heard here in court .... My legal rulings and comments, if any, are not
evidence."); R347 ("In this case the defendant chose not to testify. Do not
hold that choice against the defendant. Do not try to guess why the
defendant chose not to testify. Do not consider it in your deliberations.").
Defendant thus fails to show any improper comment on Defendant's right
to silence here, let alone, an obvious improper comment. His plain error
argument should therefore be rejected.

CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the Court should affirm Defendant's
conviction.
Respectfully submitted on November 23, 2015.
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Addenda

Addendum A

United States Code Annotated
Constitution of the United States
Annotated
Amendment V. Grand ,Jury; Double Jeopardy; Self-Incrimination; Due Process; Takings

U.S.C.A. Const. Amend. V full text

Amendment V. Grand Jury Indictment for Capital Crimes; Double Jeopardy; SelfIncrimination; Due Process of Law; Takings without Just Compensation

No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a
presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval forces, or in
the Militia, when in actual service in time of War or public danger; nor shall any person be subject for
the same offence to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be compelled in any criminal
case to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process
of law; nor shall private property be taken for public use, without just compensation.

United States Code Annotated
Constitution of the United States
Amendment XIV. Citizenship; Privileges and Immunities; Due Process; Equal Protection;
Appo1tionment of Representation; Disqualification of Officers; Public Debt; Enforcement
U.S.C.A. Const. Amend. XIV-Full Text

AMENDMENT XIV. CITIZENSHIP; PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES; DUE
PROCESS; EQUAL PROTECTION; APPOINTMENT OF REPRESENTATION;
DISQUALIFICATION OF OFFICERS; PUBLIC DEBT; ENFORCEMENT
Section 1. All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of

the United States and of the State wherein they reside. No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge
the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or
property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.

Section 2. Representatives shall be apportioned among the several States according to their respective numbers,

counting the whole number of persons in each State, excluding Indians not taxed. But when the right to vote at any
election for the choice of electors for President and Vice President of the United States, Representatives in Congress,
the Executive and Judicial officers of a State, or the members of the Legislature thereof, is denied to any of the male
inhabitants of such State, being twenty-one years of age, and citizens of the United States, or in any way abridged,
except for participation in rebellion, or other crime, the basis of representation therein shall be reduced in the
proportion which the number of such male citizens shall bear to the whole number of male citizens twenty-one years
of age in such Siate.

Section 3. No person shall be a Senator or Representative in Congress, or elector of President and Vice President,
or hold any office, civil or military, under the United States, or under any State, who, having previously taken an oath,
as a member of Congress, or as an officer of the United States, or as a member of any State legislature, or as an
executive or judicial officer of any State, to support the Constitution of the United States, shall have engaged in
insurrection or rebellion against the same, or given aid or comfort to the enemies thereof. But Congress may by a
vote of two-thirds of each House, remove such disability.

Section 4. The validity of the public debt of the United States, authorized by law, including debts incurred for
payment of pensions and bounties for services in suppressing insurrection or rebellion, shall not be questioned. But
neither the United States nor any State shall assume or pay any debt or obligation incurred in aid of insurrection or
rebellion against the United States, or any claim for the loss or emancipation of any slave; but all such debts,
obligations and claims shall be held illegal and void.

Section 5. The Congress shall have power to enforce, by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this article.

Addendum B
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By A TT-MSR at 3:00 pm; Jun 11,: 20,1~

1. QUESTIONING OFFICER: February 7, 2013, I'm going to interview Jose
Eduardo Medina Perez, Uintah County Jail; Dave Ryan is with me and it's14:26.
2. (Background noise and conversation)
3. (Non-intelligible interaction among officers and attorney)
4. (Background noise continues for several minutes)
5. (Background flushing of toilet).
6. QUESTIONING OFFICER: Are you done? Hey, we got some guys who want
to talk to you
7. QUESTIONING OFFICER: where do you want us?
8. Jail Officer: You can just talk in there. Unless there's a problem.
9. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Hello
10. DEFENDANT: Hello
11. INTERPRETING OFFICER: How are you?
12. DEFENDANT: Very well
13. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Good.
14. (Non-audible)

15. QUESTIONING OFFICER: it's up to you.
1 6. QUESTION ING OFFICER: I told you I'd come talk with you today with a friend?
This is Dave Ryan.
17. INTERPRETING OFFICER:

Do you understand what he is saying?

18. DEFENDANT: No
19. INTERPRETING OFFICER: lNo?

20. DEFENDANT: No
1 . INTERPRETING OFFICER: He is saying that he told you yesterday or the day
before yesterday, don't know exactly when it was, that he would be back to talk to you
with a friend, I am that friend, I work with the officer.
2. DEFENDANT: Ok

3. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok? He understands who I am and that we're here
to talk ...

G

4. QUESTIONING OFFICER: Is it okay if we sit down to talk?

5. INTERPRETING OFFICER: He wants to sit down and talk, Are you ok with
that?

6. DEFENDANT: Yes

Q

7. INTERPRETING OFFICER: How is everything?
8. DEFENDANT: Well, not so ... (non-intelligible) not so good ... my leg is not doing
so good (non-intelligible)

9. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Oh yeah?
10. DEFENDANT: On my way here, well, It kind of got banged up

11. INTERPRETING OFFICER: So what happened?
12. DEFENDANT: When I was passing ... near Texas, in Houston, from a car
accident and I scraped like this, it kind of lifted the ... skin, like that with a section
of the car seat. .. so that was it, It got banged up ... , It's been like two months and
it doesn't heal.
13. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Two months? It's been two months since that
happened?
14. DEFENDANT: Yeah
15. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ah ok ... wowl And how do you feel?
16. DEFENDANT: Well I'm doing alright, I was getting treatment when ... in Nevada,
I also got injections.
1 . Oh, really? Injections?
2. DEFENDANT: Yes
3. INTERPRETING OFFICER: I hate them!
4. (Laughing)
5. INTERPRETING OFFICER: I hate them!

Q

6. DEFENDANT: For sure! They hurt!

7. . INTERPRETING OFFICER: Yes they dol
8. DEFENDANT: I got one here and ... two, one of them was penicillin

9. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok
10. DEFENDANT: They hurt a lot
11. INTERPRETING OFFICER: And I imagine that you're sore for a few days after,
right?
12. DEFENDANT: Like for two days, three days you're a little, a little sluggish

13. INTERPRETING OFFICER: I understand, I understand ... ls it cold in here?
14. DEFENDANT: Well, it is, a little
15. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok ok, it is for me

16. INTERPRETING OFFICER: So, what is your name?
17. DEFENDANT: Jose Eduardo
18. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Jose Eduardo?
19. DEFENDANT: Aha
20. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, perfect, my name is David
21. DEFENDANT: David?
22. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Like I said before, I work with the officer, I'm here to
help with translating and we want to talk about certain things
23. DEFENDANT: Ok
24. INTERPRETING OFFICER: I've had the opportunity of speaking with Consuelo
and also with Sandra
25. DEFENDANT: Mhm
26. INTERPRETING OFFICER: They told me they had spoken with you and that you
told them you were sorry for what happened and for all this and we understand

It's not your fault but what we want to do is talk to you and understand your
perspective of what happened that night
27. DEFENDANT: Yes yes, yes, what happened, what happened was ....
1. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Before that, I need, we need... Umm you need to
understand your rights,
2. DEFENDANT: Yes yes
3. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, so, I'm gonna go over your rights, if you don't
understand any of your rights, let me know
4. DEFENDANT: Ok
5. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, you have the right to remain silent
6. DEFENDANT: Yes, yes
7. DEFENDANT: You don't have to talk to us; you also have the right to have an
attorney present, and if you cannot pay for an attorney, you could have, umm, an
attorney, that is umm, appointed to represent you without cost, Ok? free
8. DEFENDANT: Aha
9. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Also, anything you tell us ... Umm, can be used ·
against you in court, Ok?
10.DEFENDANT: Mhm
11. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok. Also, if you want to talk to us right now without
an attorney present, you don't have to answer all the questions, Ok? You can
stop the interview whenever, whenever you want
12. DEFENDANT: Aha, aha
13. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, do you understand your rights as I have
explained them to you?
14. DEFENDANT: Aha
15. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, now that you understand your rights, are you
willing to talk to us and explain what happened from your perspective?
16. DEFENDANT: Yes, what happened, my perspective, I woul~ really like to clear
this up a little bit, you know? Because, because what happened, like I told my
r·1

~

cousins, I talked to them and told them about the the comment that occurred and
I told them, "Look here, I'm also lamenting what happened, I'm very sorry" I told
her, I even spoke to my cousin because he was called on the phone
17. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Who did?
1. DEFENDANT: My cousin
2. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Who?
3. DEFENDANT: Umm ... by phone,
4. INTERPRETING OFFICER: To ... ?
~

.

5. DEFENDANT: To my cousin
6. INTERPRETING OFFICER: What's your cousin's name?
7. DEFENDANT: His name was (unintelligible}
8. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Oh, David?

9. DEFENDANT: Aha
1O. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Oh, ok
11. INTERPRETING OFFICER: He was called? When?

12. DEFENDANT: He was called, in that little while when -vve were inside, he was
called.
13. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Aha
14. DEFENDANT: So, they were involved with engaged women ... with an engaged
woman and the other day I told him: "cousin", I said: "Don't get involved with
those women" I told him, "because ... those women bring consequences" and he
goes: "Nah I I don't give a shit", he says, ''That's what they're for, anyway". So
then, the toilet was frozen, and I tell him, I tell him ... he goes, he goes, "I'm
feeling bad about going to the neighbor all the time", he goes, ''to ask about
using their bathroom", and he says: ''Why don't we unclog it to see and we put,
we put salt so the ice goes away?" "Ok" I say, "Well, go and get me a key that's
at, get me the key that's at, go and bring out the box of keys that's in the car
and ... we will, we will unclog the toilet, to pour hot water, we're gonna put some
salt", he says.
-~
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15. INTERPRETING OFFICER: But how was it. .. ?
16. DEFENDANT: It was frozen
17. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Frozen

1. DEFENDANT: Aha. So I left to the car and took out the box of keys, and we
started looking for keys ... couldn't find the key we needed and he goes ... so
then he tells me, so then he tells me: "no keys there? Go to the other
car ... "
· He had me a white car parked at about 50 meters that he kept
parked there cause it was no good and he goes, "There has to be some keys in
that car'' and I'm like: "ok, alright, and I went, he says, I went there, when a truck
arrived, a black truck arrived and three people got out, so three people got out
and I was like, I was like: "What can this be, what is it?... I took off ... well, when I
got there, I saw that, I saw that, so then I peeked inside like this and was injured
and he says that. .. he says, 'What happened cousin?' and he goes, he goes:
"Nah nothing no, don't say nothing", he goes, "Just, just I was beaten up"
2. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, You saw, umm you saw the, something,
someone came and (unintelligible)
3. DEFENDANT: There were three people
4. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Three pe.ople? And they went inside?
5. DEFENDANT: They went inside the house

6. INTERPRETING OFFICER: And you got there?
7. DEFENDANT: I got there but saw the truck but I did not want to go in, I thought,
for they might kill me too, they might beat me up also.
8. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Why did you think they were going to kill someone?
9. DEFENDANT: Oh, because my cousin had already told me that they had
threatened him at work
10. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok
11. DEFENDANT: That those people had already told him: "Look, look" he was told,
that he better stop looking for trouble. That he better stop messing with another
woman, because they were going to trash him. So then, when he was called on
the phone, they're like, they're like, that person was like, "Cousin? no, he's laying
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down, I told him, he's already asleep, "Ok" he says" but later we'll see how it
goes" so then I went to the car and I saw that, I saw that the truck arrived and I
thought: "What what could they be looking at?" and three people got out and
they walked in to the inside and I left and I stayed staring like this and I thought:
''Well what?" ... cause they were not coming out and in like two three minutes and
they came out and left and I thought. .. and I peeked and and my cousin was
already there you know? And I told him: Cousin, what happened to you? And he
says, "No no don't say nothing" he says, but he tells me, he says: "You know
what?" He asks, "Do me a favor and leave" he says, "I don't want to drag you
down with me" he told me, ''This is something that happened to me" he says,
"And if you stay here, they're gonna screw you too" so I tell him, "But what do I
do? What do you want me to do? I can't just abandon you here also" I told him,
"What's gonna happen to you?" and he tells me "Look'' he tells me, "Leave" he
tells me, "I rather not. .. I don't want them killing you also, if you stay here, they'll
trash you too". So, but I couldn't decide what to
do.
And how do I... You want me to tell the
neighbor?" I tell him, "Cousin, please" he tells me, "Leave, you have no
identification, no papers" he tells me, "You're gonna get caught" he tells me,
"What are they gonna do? They're gonna deport you" he tells me, "And my
uncles, my mom, my dad; Where will they end up?" he tells me.

I.'.'.-~
~

1. DEFENDANT: Because he says they also told him, that they also told him, that
those who arrived, they are also from Guatemala and he says they told him: "If you
are opening your... if your family is going around talking, even your sisters, even
your parents wiii be finished in Guatemala. I have my family over there; have my
family here, if your family is sniffing around this ... " I told him ... he tells me, "It won't
be ... , you better leave", he tells me ''They will screw you also, more l ... good, I don't
want that happening to you". I wanted to leave at one point, I told him: "Cousin, I
can't leave, I can't leave you to your fate here!" he tells me, "No", he says, "Leave, I
don't want that-eh-something happening to you", he tells me, "Being my fault". "I've
already told you", I told him, ''That's all women are good for'', I told him, "Nothing but
trouble" because, supposedly, that woman was going to fix the other guy with
papers. And I told him: "I doubt they fix him with papers" I said, ''Those women well,
they go from one guy to the next, you know" I told him, well then I went ahead and ...
with a heavy heart, I left, I called my cousins, told them what had happened. I told
them "Look, this happened, you know" I said, ''Three people arrived" I said,
(unintelligible) "If I had been inside, they would've ki. .. would've killed me too, thank
God I wasn't inside" I told her, "As if it was not meant to be yet".

2. INTERPRETING OFFICER: When, when did you go in? It was after they had gone
out?

•.,... l
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3. DEFENDANT: Yeah, they had gone out

4. INTERPRETING OFFICER: When you went in, how was ... David?
5. DEFENDANT: I didn't see him, not see him, he was ... don't even know what he was
hit with, don't even know how it was, cause ...
6. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Where was it at?
7. DEFENDANT: At his house
8. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Where?

9. DEFENDANT: At the house, where we lived
10. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Where?
11. DEFENDANT: Inside

12. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Yes yes, but where inside? In the kitchen area, the
bedroom, the bed, where was he?
13. DEFENDANT: No, we lived in a trailer
14. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Yes yes, but when you were talking with him and he
said he knew, where was he?
15. DEFENDANT: He was like this in the ... like in the ... living room
16. INTERPRETING OFFICER: In the living room?
17. DEFENDANT: Aha, cause the trailer has this, a small bathroom, and then has a
small living room like this and the small kitchen
18. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok
19. DEFENDANT: And he stayed there, hey, he told me, "Cousin take that, the beds are
there"
20. INTERPRETING OFFICER: So, you saw him, the other one, face to face?
21. DEFENDANT: Me?

c-.,
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22. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Mhm

1.DEFENDANT: He was already, he was already already already already, he was face
down, was already facing down. I only saw, I saw only, saw that, saw that his his the
blanket, the blanket that he, the blanket he slept on, was with, had blood, that's all
2.DEFENDANT: He was face down and he tells me, I only asked him: "Cousin, what
happened to you?" he tells me, he only told me: "Leave cousin", he says, "Leave", he
says, "I don't want to drag you with me for something that happened to me"
3.INTERPRETING OFFICER: And was he bleeding from some place?
4.DEFENDANT: He ... I, I, I didn't see if he was bleeding cause he was face-down, he
was already face-down
5.INTERPRETING OFFICER: On the floor or on the bed?
6.DEFENDANT: On the floor
?.INTERPRETING OFFICER: On the floor
8.DEFENDANT: On the floor
9.INTERPRETING OFFICER: But, in the living room ...
1a.DEFENDANT: Aha, in the living room, he was already face-down in the living room.
So then I... "Cousin, I don't, I can't leave you here cousin, to your fate". He tells me:
"Cousin, please", he tells me: "Leave, either way, I don't want to take you with me, I
don't want you to have problems because of me and for this people to do something to
you" he tells me, "If they see you here, they're gonna screw you also". Because they
had already told him that even his cousin ... "Even your cousin we'll kill him too" and
well ... well, why me?, I thought, I don't even go out, I don't even hang out with you, he
would always tell me, he would tell me:
"Cousin, I'm going to such
place, I'm not taking you with me because you don't have an ID, you have no ID"
11.INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok
12.DEFENDANT: Yeah
13.INTERPRETING OFFICER: And, so then, no, if you don't have an ID, what, what he
do?
14.DEFENDANT: Who?
1.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: You told him that you don't have an ID?

2. DEFENDANT: He, he, he would tell me, he'd say, he'd say to me: "Hey cousin, I'm
going to such place", "Ok", I'd answer, so then he would tell me: "I'm not taking you

with me because you don't have and identification", he tells me. I had just gotten
here from Guatemala.

3. INTERPRETING OFFICER: He told you to take his wallet?

4. DEFENDANT: To who?

5. INTERPRETING OFFICER: He told you to take, for you to take the wallet that was
his?

6. DEFENDANT: No
7. INTERPRETING OFFICER: No?
8. DEFENDANT: No, no

9. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok
10 DEF l=I\IDAf\.lT·
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11. INTERPRETING OFFICER: I'm not, I'm not, about the ID, I'm not understanding.
12. DEFENDANT: No, I didn't have ID, for me

13. INTERPRETING OFFICER: And you told him ... You told that to, to David?

14. DEFENDANT: No, he would tell
me
1,:;,
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16. DEFENDANT: I mean to say that he would go out; sometimes he would go out to
have fun, you know? He would go out with his friends and he would go out but he
never took me out, he would never take me, he wouldn't take me because I didn't
have an identification to identify myself.

Q

17. INTERPRETING OFFICER: OK
18. DEFENDANT: Aha, because the police might stop me or ... yeah, he was always
telling me: "Stay home cousin", he says, "Because you have no, you have no ID", he
would say, "You have no identification".
1.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok

2. DEFENDANT: Aha
3. INTERPRETING OFFICER: So then, You were worried about this?
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4. DEFENDANT: Aha, and I would say: "Yeah, it's fine" and yes, I would always stay
home. He would tell me, we would always go out to look for work, and he would tell
me: "Cheer up cousin, we're gonna find work son, we're gonna get work, if not, we're
gonna go over there to, to North Dakota, we're gonna go work there, we're gonna
go make money... we're gonna go make money over there", "Ok" I would say, "No
problem", he would always take me, there were times when he would take me to the
stores and wouldn't. .. if not, he would tell me: "I'm buying you some pants. That, if, if
not, what size pants do you wear?" "Pants size? "well, such size", "Oh Well I'm
buying you a pair of pants". He would always buy me clothes, He'd tell me: "Don't
you worry about food", he says, "We'll find work soon", he says, "As soon as the
snow is gone, we're gonna find work". 11 Yeah, that's good", I would say, he would go
to work and I would stay home. When he came back in the evening, he would tell
me: "Hey cousin, I'm back", "Ok well, eat, there's food prepared there", I would have
his food ready when he got back. And that morning, he told me the morning when
that problem happened, that, that, that day in the morning, he says: "Cousin'', he
says, "I'm leaving early tomorrow", he says. He says, "While I'm preparing the food,
I want you to put me some clothes in my backpack", he tells me, "I'm going to stop
by, I'm going to stop by and shower ovei there at my girlfriend's", "Ok, its fine". I put
his clothes in the backpack, he grabbed his food and took off, and he tells me: "I'll be
back in the afternoon", "Ok, its fine". I would sometimes stay there sleeping or if not,
I would go over to where the neighbors, to where the neighbor and ...there I would
watch TV with him ... and he told me, that afternoon when he got back,
did ... 11 You shower or what?", "No, no, I didn't have enough time, will
do tomorrow", he said. And he called his wife in Guatemala and he told her, he told
her. "No", he tells her, ''Tomorrow this coming weekend" he tells her, tells me, he
tells me, ''we're going to, we're going to Ogden, we're dropping off some things that I
have there, to load them in the truck and we're going to Wyoming to bring a... ,11 he
had small car he had purchased over there, "We're going to Wyoming to sell the car
I have there", he told me, "And I'm going to give you, I'm going to give it to you", he
says, "So that, so that, later when you get a job, so you have your own car, so that
you earn, so that you move around", "Yeah, that's good, yes, alright, thank you" I
would say back. Cause I had to tell him thank you, and he would tell me: "Soon", he
tells me, "Coming up in March, I'm going to Guatemala, I'm going to spend Easter
week over there with my family and then I come back, I want to leave you", he tells
me, "back here working, so that, so that you won't have problems. You stay back
there, here in the trailer", he tells me, "You just pay the rent", "Yeah, well it's fine, no
problem", and then after (unintelligible) then that happened and well, crying, crying I
thought "Well what do I do?", he told me: "I don't want to get you in trouble, this is my
problem", he told me, "I don't want something happening to you because of me", he
tells me.
1
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1. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Who, who was his girlfriend? Do you know?
2. DEFENDANT: His girlfriend? She was a, she's a ... a fat lady, a fat girl, she wasn't
even his girlfriend, or anyone's girlfriend, no ... She's a, she was one of those women
that ... know what I mean? well, that anyone uses and you know that women are the ...
women are the, the one who confuses the mind of a man, right?
3. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok. And the ... ah ...
Latin?
4.

DEFENDANT: Huh?

5. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Was she Latin?
6. DEFENDANT: No, she's gabacha (Translator's note: gabacha is a slang term for
American)
7. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Is... ?
8. DEFENDANT: She's blondish, she's from here
9. INTERPRETING OFFICER: She is? ...
10. DEFENDANT: She's American
11. INTERPRETING OFFICER: American
12. DEFENDANT: Yeah
13. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok. Umm describe her, blond, brunette ... umm, height?
1. DEFENDANT: She'sss short, she she's shorty, she's not tall or any of that, she she's
a
chubby
2. INTERPRETING OFFICER: How tall? Taller?
3. DEFENDANT: Taller, like this, this height?
4. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, so then, one inch or two inches taller than you?
5. DEFENDANT: Yeah
6. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, but she's fat
7. DEFENDANT: She's chubby, chubby
8. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Hair?
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9. DEFENDANT: The hair is long hair
10.INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok
11. DEFENDANT: Long hair
12. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Blond, brunette?
13. DEFENDANT: Because would come over, two would come over there, one had short
hair, the other one with short hair and that one with long
hair
14. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, But what color,
hair?
15.DEFENDANT: Blondish, white hair
16. INTERPRETING OFFICER: White?
17. DEFENDANT: She's canchita (Translator's note: canchita means blond in
Guatemalan slang)
18. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok
19. DEFENDANT: Yeah
20. INTERPRETING OFF IC.ER: And ... about what he told you, he was approached by
those three people at work, because of her?
21. DEFENDANT: Yeah, because of her
22. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, you don't know the name, her name?

1.

DEFENDANT: Her name ... no ... l was never ... l only seen her like two times, I seen
her cause we would go to where them girls and ... they go, they go and they go ... one
time, they go like, I don't know what, she told me: "Hi", "Hi" I told her, I stood there
like ... when I was sick from my leg, she tells me, and she says: "What's your
name?", "Jose .. Jose", "Ok, Jose, nice to meet you", "Ok, thank you". That was all

2. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, just a moment. What he said, I asked him if he
wanted to, obviously, (unintelligible) about what happened, he said "Yes" I asked him
what happened that night, he's saying that umm, they were in the trailer, umm, they
had talked a little bit about this, this lady, umm and David had mentioned some
people from work that had threatened him in regards to this girl, umm I asked if his
girlfriend, and he says: "No, not really a girlfriend, she not a girlfriend of anyone, she

just kind of gets around. Umm he says what happened, they were gonna try to fix
their toilet, their toilet was all frozen up so he went out to get some keys, so that they
could get some hot water to pour on the toilet to get the ice going. He went out to
the first vehicle, it wasn't there, so David told him to the keys were in the other
vehicle, he says: "The other vehicle is about fifteen yards away, and this is where I'm
not exactly sure, at some point, I think is when he was going out to get the keys that
a truck pulled up with three people, they asked where his cousin was, he says: "He's
inside sleeping", so they said: "Ok''. He went to get the the keys. They went into the
trailer, and, or I think that's what happened, I got to clarify that a little bit. He says he
saw them come out of the trailer; get into the truck and leave. So he went back,
when he went back in David was in the, umm the room and he was face down and
he told him, he says it was obvious that he was injured. David told him to get out of
there before they came back and did something to him. Umm David didn't want him
getting hurt for something that was David's fault. Umm just wanted him to, to go and
leave and, and get out of there. He said he didn't want to and he says: "Primo,
cousin, I don't wanna leave you like this", he says "No", he says "Go, get out of
here". So, (unintelligible) so then I kind of asked a couple of questions, I asked
about the girlfriend. He doesn't know her last name; he says she's an inch or two
taller than him. Umm, heavyset, she's fat; umm she's got long blonde hair. She's an
American. Umm so I was just gonna go back and ask a little bit about what he had
told the sisters as far as the, the family. So, yeah,.see if we can-catch something
there and also the, the girlfriend
3. QUESTIONING OFFICER: Ask how he was, where he went
1. iNTERPRETiNG OFFiCER: Oh, ok
. QUESTIONING OFFICER: And umm ... when he left him, how he left him at that trailer
2. 1 INTERPRETING OFFICER: My understanding is he was face down, he was in a
back room on the floor
3. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, that night, when you went outside of the trailer,
you said that David was in the living room

4. DEFENDANT:
Mhm
~

5. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Face down
6. DEFENDANT: Mhm
7. INTERPRETING OFFICER: On the floor
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8. DEFENDANT: Mhm
9. INTERPRETING OFFICER: And you saw him, right? You saw him like that?
10. DEFENDANT: Mhm, but
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11. INTERPRETING OFFICER: But you didn't know if he was bleeding or something like
that
12. DEFENDANT: I only saw, I saw blood only like, where ... the blankets were like this,
one of the blankets was like this, he was kind of like laying back, aah er
13. INTERPRETING OFFICER: On top of the bed?
14. DEFENDANT: He was laying back when, when, when the persons arrived that is
15. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok
16. DEFENDANT: Like if, !ike if he had been laying there. And the persons got there and
hit him there
17.INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok
18. DEFENDANT: And they barged into the room and then like if he, (unintelligible) ...
like if he rolled over
19. INTERPRETING OFFICER: He says when they got there, he was up on the bed, he
was laying down on the bed and they hit him, did whatever to him and then he rolled .
off
20. DEFENDANT: Yeah
21. INTERPRETING OFFICER: And so when you saw him, he was on the floor
1. DEFENDANT: he was already, he was already, he was already face down. I'd only ,
I only, I only told him: "Listen cousin, What happened to you?", he tells me: ''They hurt
me" and then he didn, say anything else, he only said: "You know what?" he just said:
"You know what cousin? Leave", he says to me.
2. INTERPRETING OFFICER: He says when he came in; he says "Cousin, what
happened?" He didn't say anything at first, but then he said, he says: "You should go,
you need to get out of here ... so
4. DEFENDANT: He, he only told me ...

5. INTERPRETING OFFICER: And when you left, how did you leave?, walking, in car,
truck? How, how did you leave?
6. DEFENDANT: I left by car

7. INTERPRETING OFFICER: By car?
8. DEFENDANT: Yeah
9. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Which car?
10. DEFENDANT: I, he told me, told me, because he told me: "Ok, you know what
cousin?, he tells me: "Go", but what do I do?, Where do I go?, "Eh, I don't know, go
to wherever you want" he told me. "Take the car'' he told me.
11. INTERPRETING OFFICER: David told you to take the
car?
12. DEFENDANT: Aha, he told me, "Take the car", he said.
13. INTERPRETING OFFICER: David told him to take the car, when he asks ''V'✓here am
I suppose to go", he says "Go wherever you want to and take the car"
14. DEFENDANT: He told me: ''Take it, I don't want it staying here", he tells me, "Leave,
I don't know where", he says to me.
15. (unintelligible, DEFENDANT and INTERPRETING OFFICER speaking at same time)
16. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Go ahead and go, he tells him. Reiterating: He didn't
want him to get, David didn't want him to get hurt cause he said it was his fault.
1. DEFENDANT: He tells me, "They'll see you here", he tells me, "And I don't want
something happening to you", he tells me, "I have my... I have my family over there and
you also have your family", he tells me, "I have my dad all alone and my ma", he says.
Because these, he tells me, they had already told him, he tells me. He had already told
me that they had threatened him. ''This they told me, and this and this, and that if we
start blabbering", he tells me, ''They have their family over there and they'll go and kill
my family also".
2. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, so then, where did you go?
3. DEFENDANT: I went to California, because there ...
4. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Driving?
5. DEFENDANT: Huh?
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6. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Driving?
7. DEFENDANT: Dr... yes, driving
8. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, you drove, all that night?
9. DEFENDANT: Yes
1O. INTERPRETING OFFICER:
Yes?
11. DEFENDANT: I, I left to ...
12. INTERPRETING OFFICER: So he took off in the car and he went to California.
13. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Where, in California?
14.DEFENDANT: In Moreno Valley
15. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Moreno Valley?
16. DEFENDANT: Yes, since I had been there, working
17. INTERPRETING OFFICER: He says he had been working there before
18. DEFENDANT: And there, I have, well, I have, I have lots of friends there
19. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Has a lot of friends there, so that's where he went to ...
1. DEFENDANT: And ... well I told them, "Where do I go?" (Unintelligible) ... Well over
there. I didn't even have a phone to at least be like "I'm going to call my cousin, I didn't,
I didn't, I didn't even know her number

2. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Didn't have a phone or anything to call the sisters ...
3. DEFENDANT: And ... her... Consuelo, my cousin Consuelo lives there in Ogden, but
,iJ

I didn't have, didn't even have a phone. Whenever I would talk to her, it was using
my cousin's phone

4. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, Consuelo said you told her that the firemen had
arrived, why didn't you speak with the firemen when they arrived?
...;

5. DEFENDANT: Cause ... I didn't speak with them, didn't speak with them cause, for
one, for a, for one thing, because .. .for fear that they might interview me or that_ I,
since I have been deported once, so then I had just recently returned back and all
that, and that's what my cousin also was concerned about me, he says, he tells me,
tells me: "Leave", he tells me, "Because maybe they're ... they'll, they'll, they'll take
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you", he tells me, "They'll deport you again" ,he says to me, "And there's my uncle ·
Rafael", he tells me, "There's your dad and everything". "No", he says, "Well I
don't... ", so then he tells me. "Well I don't know what to do", I told him, "Because I
can 1t leave you to your fate here", and then they arrived, the firemen arrived and they
lifted him and .... no no no, when the firemen, they arrived, I had already left. I was, I
was over to where a friend who lived there but he already left, he left for California
also he left for, left for Ogden, he left to, to, to, to ... to Fresno. He left for Fresno.
He is, they're from El Salvador, that he also told me, because 1...1 told him, he tells
me, my, my, truth is, he tells me, I don't understand why these people are getting in
trouble, some .. .for that kind of woman I I am ... , "Look here", I tell him ... -

6. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, ok, the firemen, When did you see the firemen?
After you had left? Or they arrived when you ... ?
7. DEFENDANT: They arrived when I was there, when I was already speaking with the,
with the guy there. So then I got there and they told me, they told me: "Is he, is he a
relative, is he family to you?", "Yes", I say "He's my cousin ... "
8. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, When ... , v,hen was this? You, when you savv him
and talked with David, he told you to leave?

1. DEFENDANT: Mhm
2. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, and he told you to take the ... car
3. DEFENDANT: Aha
4. INTERPRETING OFFiCER: The car, sorry. VVhat exactly happened after that?, you
got in the car and left?
5. DEFENDANT: Yes, yes
6. INTERPRETING OFFICER: But you went back?
7. DEFENDANT: I Umm, went to, mo, saw the car and went to where the friend
8. INTERPRETING OFFICER: And the friend was, lives where?
9. DEFENDANT: He's a friend, I say the friend, the friend left to, over there to ...
10. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Yes, but where?
1·1 • DEFENDANT: He lives in Fresno
12. INTERPRETING OFFICER: But you went to see that friend?
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13. DEFENDANT: Aha, he lives next door to the house
14. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, ok. So you went to your friend's house?
15. DEFENDANT: Aha
16. INTERPRETING OFFICER: And you were there when, when the firemen?
17. DEFENDANT: Aha, when the firemen arrived, so then18. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Okay, he says, he says what happened is he went out,
changed the story a couple of different times; at first, he took off, went to California, I
asked him about the firemen, when they arrived. He says, he says he saw 'em, he
was very hesitant, umm, didn't want to talk to them for fear that they were gonna
start questioning him and investigating him for something, he doesn't have any
papers, that kind of stuff. So then he said that, what happened was, he went to a
friend's house, who has now gone to Fresno, California and then Ogden, Fresno
again; changed it a couple of times. Umm ... he went to this friend's house which
was right by the trailer, he was talking to him when the firemen arrived and, and took
David
19. QUESTIONING OFFICER: (Unintelligible comment)
1. INTERPRETING OFFICER: What is the name of the friend you spoke with?
2. DEFENDANT: His name is, his name is ... E, Ernesto Velasquez
3. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ernesto Velasquez?
4. DEFENDANT: Aha
5. INTERPRETING OFFICER: ... Ernesto Velasquez ... he says that he's gone now,
he's in Fresno
6. QUESTIONING OFFICER: (unintelligible) How does he, how does he, did he see
what his
cousin looked like?
7. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, once again, did you see, did you see David's face
when he was ...
8. DEFENDANT: No, no, I didn't
9. INTERPRETING OFFICER: No?
10. DEFENDANT: No
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11. INTERPRETING OFFICER: He couldn't see his face, he was face down when and
talking to him, he was turned sideways
12. DEFENDANT: I didn't see him, I didn't see his face, I didn't see anything because
that's why I tell you, I don't even know with what they hit him, or anything
13. INTERPRETING OFFICER: I don't know how they hit him or with what they hit him,
he was face down and was turned away
14. DEFENDANT: I didn't see any, I didn't see any injury on him
1. INTERPRETING OFFICER: He says: "I didn't see his face, didn't see his face at all
2. (Background conversation - unintelligible)
3. QUESTIONING OFFICER: You got a pencil
4. INTERPRETING OFFICER: You got a pencil?
5. DEFENDANT: No
6. (Unintelligible conversation)
7. INTERPRETING OFFICER: One moment Ok? he's bringing paper and pencil
1 . (Whispering unintelligibly)
2. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Can you draw the trailer and where was he, when,
when you saw him?
3. DEFENDANT: The trailer?
4. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Yes (unintelligible comment)
5. DEFENDANT: Now I'm cold
6. INTERPRETING OFFICER: You are? I, I am also
7. DEFENDANT: I was wrapped there
8. INTERPRETING OFFICER: You want to wrap yourself with the ... with the blanket?
How do you say blanket?
9. DEFENDANT: This is the whole trailer ... .from here ... to here like this .... the whole
central house
1O. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok

11. DEFENDANT: Mhm

12. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Inside the trailer?
13. DEFENDANT: Inside ... here's the ...
here are the stairs to walk up
14. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok

15. DEFENDANT: Here's the, this is the bathroom
16. INTERPRETING OFFICER: The bathroom
17. DEFENDANT: Here ... were the bunk beds
18. INTERPRETING OFFICER: The what?
19. DEFENDANT: The bunk, the bed

20. INTERPRETING OFFICER: You mean the beds?
21. DEFENDANT: Mhm. This is the kitchen
22. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Kitchen, Ok
1. DEFENDANT: This is ... {Long pause) this is where he
slept
2. INTERPRETING OFFICER: This is where ... where David slept?
j;;,1
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3. DEFENDANT: Where he slept, yes
4. INTERPRETING OFFICER: That's where he slept
5. DEFENDANT: So then, is maybe the killers entered here and they hit him here.
6. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, so then when you went out to help ... or to get the
keys, where was David when you went out of the trailer?
7. DEFENDANT: No, when I entered!
8. INTERPRETING OFFICER: No no no no no!
9. DEFENDANT: When I went outside, when I went outside, he was laying down
1O. INTERPRETING OFFICER: So, when he left the first time to get the keys, he was,
he was laying down on the bed right there. Ok, so then, that is David's bed?
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11. DEFENDANT: Mhm
12. INTERPRETING OFFICER: And there's two beds here in the back?
13. DEFENDANT: There's two beds here
14. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Which one, which one is yours?
15. DEFENDANT: It's this one
16. INTERPRETING OFFICER: The bottom one
17.DEFENDANT: Mhm
18. INTERPRETING OFFICER: So, his bunk bed was the bottom bunk bed, in back. So
when you went outside to get the keys, he was here?
19. DEFENDANT: He was here talking on the phone with his wife
20. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, so he was, when he left, he was on the bed, talking
to his wife on the, by phone. Ok, David was.
21. QUESTIONING OFFICER: David was?
22. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Yes. So, you went outside ...
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23. DEFENDANT: I went outside, I went outside to get the keys
1. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Mhm
2. DEFENDANT: From the car that was here
3. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok. Went to the car that was over here to get the keys.
And when did you see the three people?
4. DEFENDANT: When it arrived, I was here trying to open the car to get the other keys
out, and then the truck arrived and parked in front of where he had his car. His car
was here and that truck parked here ...
5. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok. And did you speak with them before they went
inside?
6. DEFENDANT: No, I didn't speak with them at all!
7. INTERPRETING OFFICER: No?
8. DEFENDANT: No. They arrived and parked here ...
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9. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok. But you said that they asked you where your
cousin was ...

10. DEFENDANT: No no no, they didn't ask me anything
11. INTERPRETING OFFICER: They didn't speak to you?
12. DEFENDANT: No, I got there, let1s say that I saw that, that the truck parked here
13. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok so now, I misunderstood earlier, I'm not sure, he
was here; they pulled in to park here. And David's car was here?

14. DEFENDANT: My cousin's car was here
15. INTERPRETING OFFICER: His car was right here, they parked by his car, then all
of a sudden they didn't park in fr ... Ok, so what happened when they parked?

16. DEFENDANT: So then I saw that they parked (Unintelligible) and then, then I didn't
go, I didn't go this way anymore but instead went this way
17. INTERPRETING OFFiCER: Why?

18. DEFENDANT: To see what car it was that had arrived, know what I mean?

19. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Okay, so he came back this way after they came in, he
came in back this way to see in what car they had come in, he wanted to see what
kind of car it was.
20. DEFENDANT: Then ... My cousin had right here, he had right here on this spot, here
from the trailer, he had thing covered with something where he kept television sets,
some compressors, some power generators
1. INTERPRETING OFFICER: He says there is a, they had some kind of a cover,
covered, maybe a, aagh, what's the word I'm looking for? ... A tarp, tarp thing covering
some compressors and televisions and stuff like that over out this way. So here was
the, televisions, compressors ...
2. DEFENDANT: Compressors
3. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Compressors, yes. So the tarp was covering some
compressors and things like that right here.
4. DEFENDANT: So then what I did, was that I, I, saw the trucl<
a black truck
5. INTERPRETING OFFICER: He says he saw ...

6. DEFENDANT: So then, then I stayed here
7. INTERPRETING OFFICER: He went over behind these items ... To hide?

8. DEFENDANT: Yeah

9. INTERPRETING OFFICER: He went behind these items to hide
10. DEFENDANT: I stayed here, but this was, was while I watched, it was a few minutes,
They went in and came out and got in the truck and left again
11. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, the three people
12. DEFENDANT: Yeah, There were three persons
13. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Females or males?
14.DEFENDANT: Males
15. INTERPRETING OFFICER: They were male
16. DEFENDANT: They were men

17. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, three men. And the one driving?
18. DEFENDANT: Huh?

19. INTERPRETING OFFICER: The one, the one driving the truck, the tru ... The truck,
describe him for me
20. DEFENDANT: The one that was, that wa, was driving the truck he's a... Tall...
21. INTERPRETING OFFICER: The driver...
1. DEFENDANT: Uses earrings ...

2. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Okay he was tall, he had
earrings
3. DEFENDANT: And he wears the beard like this, always wears it like this, like him
over here but he uses it like this, long
4. INTERPRETING OFFICER: He says kind of like his but its long right here. Ok. Bl,
blond?

5. DEFENDANT: He's like ... he's Hispanic, he's, he's from Guatemala also
6. INTERPRETING OFFICER: You know him?
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7. DEFENDANT: Yeah
8. INTERPRETING OFFICER: What's his name?
9. DEFENDANT: His name is Roberto
1O. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Roberto?
11. DEFENDANT: Yes
12. INTERPRETING OFFICER: He says the guy is from Guatemala, his name is
Roberto. Um, Last name?
13. DEFENDANT: I don't know his last name
14. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, how do you know him?
15. DEFENDANT: He works at the same company with my cousin
16. iNTERPRETiNG OFFICER: He says he works in the same company as David does
17. DEFENDANT: They're, they're friends
18.INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok
19. DEFENDANT: And I, that's why I didn't want, that's why, that's why he told me also,
because I, to tell you the truth I don't want to give any details about him, you know
what I mean?, because I have my family
20. INTERPRETING OFFICER: What is it that you don't V!,lant?
21. DEFENDANT: I don't \,vant to say anything about them, because I have my
family
1. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok. He says that's another reason he doesn't want to
give a lot of details about them because he's got his family ...
2. DEFENDANT: And they, they, well they threatened with hurting my family if I, if I
opened my mouth, you know what I mean?
3. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok. When did they speak with, with you?
4. DEFENDANT: They told my cousin.
5. INTERPRETING OFFICER: To David?

6. DEFENDANT: To David

~I

7. INTERPRETING OFFICER: And David told you that?

8. DEFENDANT: Yes, he had already told me already. That's why, that's why I say that
my cousin had already told me, that, that my cousin had said, my cousin told me that
they had told him at work something, I don't know, for him not to ... not to talk like that
and to not be messing with the, with the same woman who was theirs because he
would have problems with them, then they told him, they, that if they wanted to, if
they wanted to they could, they could kill him

9. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, David told you that after he was injured?
10. DEFENDANT: No, he had told me, half an hour before ...
11. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok
12. DEFENDANT: Half an hour before
13. INTERPRETING OFFICER: He says, half hour before they arrived, he had told him
that these guys had threatened David and him not to be hanging around their girls.
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threatened the family through David basically. Ok. So then, the second man?

14. DEFENDANT: The second man ...
15. INTERPRETING OFFICER: You also know him?
16. DEFENDANT: The three of them live at the same house.
17. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, all three people live in the same house. What's the
other one's name?

18. DEFENDANT: I don't know the name of that other one, they just, they ju, they just
call him Landro

1. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Landro?
2. DEFENDANT: Landro
3. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Landro?

4. DEFENDANT: Landro
5. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Lander?
6. DEFENDANT: Landor, I know him by his nickn .. , I don't know if that might be his
name

Hi u,,-~

7. INTERPRETING OFFICER: His name was, he knows, he knows the second guy as
Lander, Landro ... Landro?

8. DEFENDANT: Landro
9. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Landro. Ok and the third?

10. DEFENDANT: The third is known as the, the third is known as Pichu
11. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Pichu?
12. DEFENDANT: Pichu
13. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Pichu

14. INTERPRETING OFFICER: So we got Roberto, Landro and Pichu are the three
men

15.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:-so we got Roberto. Landro. And Pichu are the
three men

16.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: Penna

17.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:-- Pina

18.

DEFENDANT: Pichu

19.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:- Pichu

20.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: Pichu

21.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:- ok, so then, they went in

22.

DEFENDANT: They are the ones who arrived

23.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:- and when, how long were they inside ....

24.

DEFENDANT: like two minutes

25.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:-- they were inside about two minutes and they
came out ... they came out?

~

26.

DEFENDANT: They came out

27.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:-- got in the truck and ...

28.

DEFENDANT: left

29.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:-- ok so .. they were inside for about two minutes,
come out, got in the truck and left

~

30.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: when he says truck, truck oh sub
oooorrr

1.
2.

DEFENDANT: It's a , .......the truck is a Lincoln

3.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:-- Lincoln

4.

DEFENDANT: Lindcoln, a Lincoln Navigator

5.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:-- Navigator... Lincoln Navigator,

6.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: ok

7.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:- and black

8.

DEFENDANT:- Back

9.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:- black, ok

10.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: black

11.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:- Did you see the plates?

.A"'
IL.

DEFENDANT: Didn't have plates

13.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:- Doesn't have plates, no plates

14.

DEFENDANT: Didn't have plates

15.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:- ok, and do you know the those three ..

16.

DEFENDANT: I know them

17.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:- And can you identify them?

18.

DEFENDANT: I can identify them

19.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:- he says he knows them and (overlapping voices)

20.

DEFENDANT: but I'm also afraid for my safety

21.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:- he says but also I fear for my safety and my

~

G

G
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family's safety

22.

~

INTERPRETING OFFICER: When you say truck, what kind of truck?

(&)

DEFENDANT: I have my family, I have my dad, the truth is I don't want to be
locked up

23.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:- where, in Guatemala?

24.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:- your familiar

25.

DEFENDANT: My family in Guatemala, I don't want to be locked up here any

~

longer for something I didn't do, but I also have my kids, I have my dad, my
mom, and I, this I didn't,, the truth is, I didn't want to say it because they told

I@

my cousin that if I talked, that if I, that if his family talked, that they had also
their family in Guatemala and would send someone to kill them.
1. INTERPRETING OFFICER:- he says that one reasons I don't wanna talk I don't
wanna say anything, because, they told David that if and then he first said that they told
my cousin if I talk that if his family talked, then they will go after the family, so he first
and he put it in first person if I talked and then changed it and said if my family talked ...
so another ooops

2.

DEFENDANT: ... ! told him, like I told him, I told my cousin, I told him, "Why are
you messing around with that woman, cousin" I told him," That women brings
no good, those type of women bring only problem afterwards to oneself ,when
something happens" I told him, "Something turns up and hurts out family" I told
him, "You know why? Because I had a brother who was also killed over there
at, in Guatemala"

,..
..).

INTERPRETING OFFICER:- Who are those persons

4.

DEFENDANT: No, those were other people and I came here to the United
States in 2008 and I asked for that when Immigration caught me over there in
Hawaii, I was working, I was caught for being illegal, for working here in this
country, I was ... l asked, asked, asked for political refuge because I had my
brother killed in 2006 also, also for threats to kill me also

,;;;;

5.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:- ok, let me ask you some questions ... they came
out, you went in and ...

\ii>

6.

DEFENDANT: I did not go in

7.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:- You talked to David .....

8.

DEFENDANT: I didn't go in, I didn't go all the way in, I stayed here at the
doorway only

9.

INTERPRETING OFICER: ok, he says that afterwards, he ... when he left he
came. He came out and was standing in the in the doorway he never went

(i;

~

inside he was standing in the doorway,

10.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: ok

11.

. .. so when you went out, you closed the door?

12.

DEFENDANT: I only pulled on the door, because he told me "Close the door" so

then,

13.

11

Close the door" he told me

INTERPRETING OFFICER:- he said that David told him to wait and close the

~

door ... you locked it?

1. DEFENDANT: no
2.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:- no

3.

DEFENDANT: I did not lock it,

4.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:- he says I did not have the keys,

5.

DEFENDANT: I only, only pulled it pushed it that's all and I told him and I told
him and I only stayed like this standing at the doorway that's all and I saw that, I
saw that there was blood there on the blanket and he was facing down . .like I
tell you, didn't even see how, didn't see how, or from where he was injured, I

~·

'

didn't see him, I didn't touch him or anything

6.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:-And where does the friend live?

7.

DEFENDANT: There aiso in Rooseveit

8.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:- no no no, the friend, you said that. ..

9.

DEFENDANT: well he lives

10.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:- you said that

11.

DEFENDANT:-Yes

12.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: You went to talk with a friend

13.

DEFENDANT: He lives here in a trailer that was here, there's another house

~

G

Q

here, right next door to my cousin's

14.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:- aha

15.

DEFENDANT: There's another trailer here, there's another trailer here, so this
man lived onnn nearby, like at one two three four, like four trailers away, in the

©

back of a house that's ...

16.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:- ok, so you went to talk with your friend, what's his
name?

17.

DEFENDANT: Martin Velazquez

18.

INTERPRETING OFF(CER:- Martin Velazquez,

19.

DEFENDANT: aha

20.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:- ok you went to talk with him and when you were

~~

~~

there that's when the firemen arrived
..Ji)

21 .

DEFENDANT: Aha

1. INTERPRETING OFFICER:- How many fire trucks arrived, ... you remember?

~

2.

DEFENDANT: No, I don't remember anymore

3.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:- The ambulance arrived?

4.

DEFENDANT: The ambulance arrived, two ambulances arrived, I think there
were two ambulances and well, that's it

5.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:- he said that there were two ambulances that
arrived, he does not remember how, other cops asked about the fire trucks , he

iJ

says that he wasn't sure but he was over at Martin's house, when they got
there .... And how long were you there?

~

6.

DEFENDANT: Like one, maybe like two hours

7.

iNTERPRETING OFFICER:- Ah, two hours

"
0.

DEFENDANT: Yeah

9.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:- and before going out and taking your cousin's
body

~

~

10.

DEFENDANT: I

11.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: No

12.

DEFENDANT- I didn't see anymore

13.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: So you did not see if they took the body

14.

DEFENDANT:- No, when I saw next, I wasn't able to see, I didn't see if they got
him out, I didn't, I didn't want to anymore

15.
~

INTERPRETING OFFICER: - he says that he over at Martin's house for about
two hours and he did not see if they took David's body out or not during that
time frame, he wasn't sure ...... so after two hours, when you came out, who
else was in the trailer

~

~

16.

DEFENDANT: - Oh the trailer?

17.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Yes

18.

DEFENDANT: - No one was there anymore

19.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: No one was?

20.

DEFENDANT: No one was there anymore

21.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, so when he left after about two hours, at
Martin's house there was nobody else ... so then the firemen, the ambulance, no

Qi.,

police, nothing?

1. DEFENDANT: No

2.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: there was a police all the ambulance and fireman
were gone

3.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: so they went to the house

4.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: ah no, no this is when he left Martin's house, he
was over his, his friend's house, this is Martin Velazquez, Marin Velazquez and
for about two hours, he says that after when he left there, there was nobody

<lw

Q~

else at the trailer, everyone else who he knows had gone

5.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: ok, did he go back into the trailer after being at
Martin's house?

u.

~

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Aftei being at the, the trailer, Martin's traiier

7.

DEFENDANT: nah

8.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Umm, you went to umm your friend's trailer one
more time?

9.

DEFENDANT: Not, not, not again, I didn't go back there

10.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: he did not go back

11.

DEFENDANT: I wasn't well any longer, I wasn't feeling well by then

12.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: he says that he did not feel well

13.

QUESTIONING OFFICER:- what was when if he take his bedding from his

Qj,i
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bedroom out when he letf, was in the beginning or later

14.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: When you took the sheets out, beds and

<lw

everything from the bed

15.

QUESTIONING OFFICER- the blankets

16.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: the blankets, how do you say blankets,

17.

DEFENDANT: blanket

18.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: blanket?

19.

DEFENDANT: aha

20.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: When you took the, the blank, the blanket from

<ii;
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your bed?
xJ

21.

DEFENDANT: Which blanket?

1. INTERPRETING OFFICER: He says, which blanket?
2.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: The blanket was ... the blanket that was in his
bedroom

~

~

3.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: The blankets that were on your bed

4.

DEFENDANT: I didn't, I didn't take anything out from there anymore

5.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: he says that I did not take anything

6.

DEFENDANT: I didn't touch anything from in there nor even my clothes or
anything

~

7.

INTERPRETING OFFICER:- he says not clothing nothing

8.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: or pack his clothing or anything

9.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: You didn't take a paaa, paaa, backpack with
clothes?

10.

DEFENDANT: no no, only the backpack I took, that's all, the backpack that I
had, the backpack that was there was the only one I had, the one that was

~

there that belonged to my cousin there in the car with his clothes, but that's all,
the one that was in the car that's all

~

11.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: was in the car?

12.

DEFENDANT: aha

13.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: and you took it?

14.

DEFENDANT: That backpack was already in the car, I didn't any longer ...

15.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: he says that there was a backpack with some

~
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clothes and stuff in it, but it was already in the car

16.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: oh

17.

DEFENDANT: That backpack, I, what is my clothes, I'm not taking anything

18.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: anything else stuff, was stuff that I had on

19.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: where the where this vehicle ended up, in this

20.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: and ... the, the David's car you took, you went to
get it and where did you leave the car

~

21.

DEFENDANT: I left it parked at a house

22.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: he says I left it parked at the house, at a friend's
house?

1. DEFENDANT: at a friend's house, but it was like he didn't live there anymore,
because I knocked at the door and he didn't live there
2.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Then why did you leave the car?

3.

DEFENDANT: He told me, "Take the car'' he told me, "And from there you figure
what to do with it", he says

4.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Yes but, why did you leave the car some place?

5.

DEFENDANT: ..... .

6.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: yes but, why did you leave the car there? Why
didn't you keep driving the car?

7.
8.

DEFENDANT: I didn't keep, I lived by Bangerter and the car was (unintelligible)
. INTERPRETING OFFICER: ok, he, he ... I asked him, where where he iefi it
and he says that he was in route at the house, at friend's house, but he ended

up because the friend had moved, so he ended up not to leave where the friend
had moved, so I was asking why he

9.

QUESTIONING OFFICER:- (coughing)

10.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Why didn't he take the car, why he ended up
leaving there, he said that's where he worked, so I need to figure out to make
him understand why, because he was arrested somewhere else, right?

11.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: ah he was arrested in route to Riverside

12.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: oh you were arrested in Riverside? You were
arrested in, at the house where the car was

13.

DEFENDANT: no , in another house from another friend

14.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: ok, so why didn't you have the car still?

15.

DEFENDANT: When the car thing happened, it's just that I left the car there,
you know?

16.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: But why?, If your friend didn't live, didn't live in that
house, why did you leave the car there?

17.

DEFENDANT: I left the car here

18.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Yes, you said you left the car at a friend's house,

but that friend didn't live there anymore, when you knocked at the door
..J

19.

DEFENDANT: Yes, he didn't live there anymore

1. INTERPRETING OFFICER: So then, why did you leave the car there?
2.

DEFENDANT: Because of that, because I was already going to leave the car
there

\!I)

3.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Why?

4.

DEFENDANT: Because I, couldn't couldn't take it out on the street, because I
thought, "They take the car" he tells me, "Leave it wherever" he says, "Well,
11

regardless he says to me

,...;J

5.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: he doesn't know how to answer, because his
cousin told him, take it and leave where ever you want to ... ok, if your cousin is
11

dying why would he tell you "Take the car and and and leave it wherever ?

6.

DEFENDANT: What he did not want, what he did not want, was that, was that,
for something to happen to me, you know what I'm saying? Foi something I
hadn't done

7.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: is it ok if I start from (unintelligible}

8.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: Uhhhhh

9.

DEFENDANT: My cousin tells me ..

10.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: let's go for an (unintelligible)

11.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: ok

12.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: ok

13.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: let's just suggesting (unintelligible)

14.

(noises ..... Whispering voices-Unable to identify who is taking during this
conversation-.. doesn't add up, he was there for several minutes ......... people
having .... ok .... seems that he was there for quite a while .... yeap .. .
ok .... basically ..... ok ... you are saying that.. .... one pm ..... l understand ... some
light some more ... was nice .... watch him .... changed your mind ...... we have this

l.ii)

~

dismissed ....... what you want. ..... fireman ...... )

15.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: You ok?

16.

DEFENDANT: Yes

17.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Look, some things, my partner here doesn't speak

a Word of Spanish, he doesn't understand what we are saying, but it's obvious
that he umm says that your person, what you are doing, that you are not telling
the truth, ok? He says that your body, the movements, your manner... you're,
you're hiding things, ok? Ah like I said, I spoke with Consuelo and with Sandra,
they told me that, that you are a good person, and that ok, and that umm, and
that you are sorry for what happened, things like that, they also told me other
things you had told them
1. DEFENDANT: Aha

2.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok. Umm, but I want to talk about the things that
we know, ok.

3.

DEFENDANT: Aha.

4.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: We know for sure, and I'm not going to tell you
everything, but I'm going to give you a little of what we know.

5.

DEFENDANT: Yes

6.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok. And if you are really repent, repentant, and,
and your cousins are willing to forgive you for anything that you have done.
They told me that Ok? But

y, y tus primes estan dispuesto a perdonarte

por lo cualquier cosa que has hecho. Mehan dicho eso, ok? But (In English
unintelligible)

In order for them to do this, you have to be honest.

7.

DEFENDANT: Aha.

8.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: You have to tell us the truth. Now, about the, the
things, the things we have, that we know. The three men, Roberto, Pichu,
and ... What's the name of the third?

9.

DEFENDANT: Nanda.

10.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: How?

11.

DEFENDANT: Nanda.

12.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Aha. Hmm, we know for certain that it wasn't them
Ok?, and we know this because they arrived that night when we found David's
body. They were there, ok? They arrived in the ah, in the black truck and they
spoke to the police. And they have false identifications but they gave the
names, their real names to the police.

13.

DEFENDANT:Aha

14.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: The police has spoken with their boss at the
company where they all work. And the boss said that Roberto and those three
finished close to four. But those, those men and David are very close friends,
ok? They have proof that on the night we was killed, it was not them. We know
certainly. There are other witnesses that can say; "They are with us".

1. DEFENDANT:Aha.

2.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok? It wasn't them. We know that certainly. Also,
the door to the driver was closed, ok?. The key to lock the driver side, is in,

·.J

the, with the key to, to David's truck.

3.

DEFENDANT: Yes.

4.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok. And you have the (unintelligible) already , or
had it when you went outside, you had that key.

.J

5.

DEFENDANT:No!

6.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Because we know, because David told you that
taking his truck.

~

7.

DEFENDANT: But the key to the door, that one wasn't in the, in the key to the,
the , the car. That wasn't there anymore

~

8.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Where is it?

9.

DEFENDANT: It was, my cousin had those keys hanging on the, on the, on
the ...

~

10.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: But they were not there?

11.

DEFENDANT: There was one key there. There was one key there

12.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Alright. No, they weren't there when the police
arrived

13.

DEFENDANT: They weren't?

14.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: No, Ok? And the other thing, we know you're lying
because no one called the police or the firemen or the ambulance. No one
arrived that night. We found David's body a few days !ates after this happened.
Ok? And we talked to, to Dispatch the police, the ambulance, the firemen.
They all are, Dispatch receives a call and Dispatch can say "no quiero ... , or no

one called Dispatch, nothing. There wasn't any call from David, nor any of the
neighbors, no one called, ok? We checked the records of the firemen, the
ambulance, and also the police. No one was called. And no one responded
when he was killed, ok?. I think you're, you're a good person.
1. DEFENDANT: No! No ...
2.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok! I understand that things happen. I don't know
exactly what happened that night; a fight, a, a, an argument. I don't know,
maybe you two were drinking a little ...

3.

DEFENDANT: No! No!

4.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: I don't know. But we do know, there is evidence,
and like I said, I explained some things that we do know. I am not going to
explain everything to you, ok?. We, we have more evidence that you were
inside the trailer and that something happened between you and David.

5.

DEFENDANT: No! No!

6.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Jose, we know this. Ok? And if you are trully
repentant, you· can tell us the truth.

7.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: When it comes time for court, they want to work
with him. We understand about family emotions.

8.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: When, when the time comes, when the time
comes to go to a court, he says that we want to be able to work with you. And
they can work with you if you say the truth. If you don't want to say the truth,
the, the, the penalty, that's how you say it? The penalty will be worse. The
punishment will be worse, ok? You can say the truth, explain what happened
and they can work with you when the time comes to go see a judge. It will be
less charges.

9.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: We make mistakes. We like to work with people,
because we all make mistakes.

10.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: He says that we all make mistakes and we want to
give the opportunity to, to help with a person to truly repent.

11.

QUESTION ING OFFICER: If you stand on the facts since you are now, then in
person is not what the facts show. And I don't know how we can help you. We

want to be part of your team.

12.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: We want to help you, ok?. And if you continue with
the, with the story that, that you told us, it's not worth it, ok? We can't help you
because almost everything you said is false, and you know it. And we know it,
Ok? You want to tell us the truth about what happened? We understand, we
won't think that you a horrible person, ok?. But we want to know the truth. We
want to know what happened between you and David.

1. QUESTIONING OFFICER: Allow us to help you with.

2.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Let us help you.

3.

DEFENDANT: The truth, the truth, It had been 25 years that I hadn't seen my
cousin.

\ci)

4.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: I've known pretty, my cousin for 25 years.

5.

DEFENDANT: And I didn't kill him. That's the truth.

,..

o.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: I didn't kill him.

7.

DEFENDANT: That's why I left ... that's why I left, to not, to, to not get involved,
not because I had done it. And three people did arrive.

~

8.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok

9.

DEFENDANT: They arrived.

10.

INTERPRETING OFFICER Keep on telling these things, I really don't want to
listen. I don't. want to hear because you know, like I said, those are lies. And a

...i)

person who is repentant, will not continue with this story. So if you're
continuing with this, if you don't want to say the truth, it's fine. We'll leave right
now, Ok?, but we have evidence, we know in detail what happened. Not
details, but we know it was you. We want and we can help. If you don't want
our help, it's fine. But I honestly do not, not, want to hear that story again about
three people who didn't arrived, Ok? It's your decision. We can help or we can
go.
11.

DEFENDANT: You say... and that, I have to do with you? How is that?

12.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: What?

13.

DEFENDANT: If I have to do it with you or with the court?

14.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: He says "do I need to do it with you or with the

judge?"
15.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: Do what?

16.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: If you, if you talk to us, we will do a report, we will
say that, that you cooperated, that you spoke with us and you were honest.
You can talk with us or you can wait.

1. QUESTIONING OFFICER: If you'd like to give, sometimes an apology to the family
would be acceptable and it'll make the point and give it to (unintelligible) too.
2.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: And if you want, you want to write something, you
can also do that. Something like that for the family and so that they know that,
ah, that you are sorry. That is fine also.

3.

I can't write.

4.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: What?

5.

I don't know how to write

6.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok. You can talk to us.

7.

DEFENDANT: But either way I'll be punished.

8.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Who will punish you?

9.

DEFENDANT: The law of course.

10.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: The law?

11.

DEFENDANT:{laughter}

12.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: He says wherever way, the law is going to, going
to punish me.

13.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: But, but, it's okay. Talk to me, if you want to, ok?.

14.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: Ok, explain to him there is a difference in the law, it
is understandable when someone comes forth and stands tall for the mistakes
they've made, versus someone who doesn't.

15.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: The officer says that there is also a difference with
the law, there is a difference with someone who admits what happened instead
of hiding the truth. That is the help we can offer. We can tell the judge, the
attorneys that "Look, he told us the truth, maybe not at first, but he told us the
truth"

16.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: Here we give him a chance to help himself, and

help his family out, (unintelligible)
'..tJ)

17.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: We can help you. This is your opportunity to be
honest y show the judge and the court that you want to repent and leave
everything behind. What happened?

18.

DEFENDANT: That, there was an argument

·~

1. INTERPRETING OFFICER: An argument between you and David?

~

~

~

2.

DEFENDANT: Yes.

3.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: There was a Little argument between David and I

4.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: About what?

5.

DEFENDANT: About work.

6.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: - It was about work.

7.

DEFENDANT: He told me that, he told me that... He, find weapons him?

n

o.

iNTERPRETING OFFiCER: \Nhat?

9.

DEFENDANT: Were there weapons found that were his?

10.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Eh, if he had weapons?

11.

DEFENDANT: yes.

12.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Did he have weapons, guns, anything like that?

13.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: There was a twenty two in the closet, and then
there was a discover (unintelligible) place .

..d)

.;;

14.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Rifle or ...

15.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: Twenty Two was a

16 .

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok. So, two rifles.

17.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: One rifle and a (unintelligible) pistol.

18.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok. There was a rifle, a twenty two, and another
pair, a pistol.

19.

DEFENDANT: Aha.

20.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok?

21.

DEFENDANT: He threatened me that he was going to kill me.

22.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: He says he, he threaten me that he was going to

vi)
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kill me.

23.

DEFENDANT: So then I, well in self-defense

24.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: In my own defense,

25.

DEFENDANT: well I had to take action.

26.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: What?

27.

DEFENDANT: Well I had to act. I had to defend myself.

28.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: He says I had to, I had to defend myself.

1. DEFENDANT: And like you yourself said, repentance counts and to admit what you
do, so that the law can protect oneself..

2.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok. So what, what happened?

3.

DEFENDANT: He threatened me and I, and he said he was going to kill me.

4.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Why was he going to kill you?

5.

DEFENDANT: huh?

6.

INiERPRETiNG OFFICER: Why was he going to kill you?

7.

DEFENDANT: Because he said he didn't give a, he didn't give a shit.

8.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: What?

9.

DEFENDANT: He told me in the argumen, because ... He asked me to come
live with him. We hadn't seen each other for 25 years.

10.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok.

11.

DEFENDANT: Ever since I was 9 years old. He comes over here to the United
States. And when I got deported, he told me "You want to come here with me,
cousin?" "We'll find work here". And we worked.

12.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok. So when you were deported from Hawaii, he
wants you to come here to live with him?

13.

Aha.

14.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: He says that after he got deported to, from Hawaii,
David told him to come up and live with him here.

15.

DEFENDANT: So then that night he told me that, that night he told me that, he
told me that we were going to look for work and we couldn't find any. And he
told me that if we couldn't find work he was going to kick me out on the street.
That he wasn't, he wasn't, because he wasn't going to be, we wouldn't just

have me here with no paying, for him to be paying the rent for the trailer. And
that one didn't give him any money that he wasn't getting anything. Well, and
all that. So I told him: "Thanks cousin". I told him, "I'm here with you because
you asked me to come here and be with you. I was not asking you to accept
me here or any help from anyone. If you don't want to see me, its fine". And
he pulled the rifle on me, he pulled the rifle and and he, to me, to me, and he
said he would, he would, he would kill me.

1. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Because of that?
2.

3.

DEFENDANT: Because of that.
INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok. If you keep lying, I'm leavingl

4.

DEFENDANT: No. This is, no ...

5.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: No, no. You're lyingl

6.

DEFENDANT: No.

7.

iNTERPRETING OFFiCER: Body language, is he iying or not?

8.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: Yes

9.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok. He doesn't know what you are saying and he
says that because of your body, by the way you talk, you still make the, how do
you say it? Mannerisms that you're lying, Ok?

10.

DEFENDANT: Yes.

11.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: If you keep lying, we go and you won't get any
help from us.

12.

DEFENDANT: I know, but then, then, then he told me, then he told me, "Look
for a place to live because I'm not feeding you in vain" And I say: "Well then
cousin, a tortilla that you gave me for some time some food you gave me, well,
if you want I will pay you back for it when I find a job. No problem" And he tells
me: "Ah! I don't give a shit!":I can kill you if I want to!, finish you. Because
supposedly, supposedly, supposedly, I know he had a bad record. Because he
had told me that, that they had, they, had shot a person somewhere. I'm not
sure if they were serious so that's why ... , "Well, if you want me to I'll go,
because for me to live like this, like this, to be like this with my family ... is better
to, to, to be in one's own company. And then from there we started arguing, so

11

then he goes: "You know what, you better get to bed , No, I rather go, I rather
go, I rather go outside, I won't stay, won't stay here, I won't stay here for you to
be depriving me of something that I'm not grateful for. I appreciate your help,
but no .. .from there we started arguing, and arguing. I sat down, I sat down on
the bed and he, he laid down like this to talk with his, with his lady. And then
he tells me: Look, I don't give a shit!! If I wanted to, I could load the rifle and
unload the whole rifle on .. "
13.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok. I didn't understand that. Tell me one more
time.

1. DEFENDANT: He said he didn't give a shit, didn't give a shit about life. That he, "I'll
11

load the rifle with bullets and fill you with all of them". I was like : But why me? Cousin,
what am I doing to you?"
2 .. iNTERPRETING OFFICER: I still don't understand what you are saying. Speak a
littie siower please. Ok, what did he tell you?
3.

DEFENDANT: He told me that if he wanted to, he would load the rifle up with
bullets and would empty them on me all he want.

4.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Oh, ok.

5.

DEFENDANT: Aha.

6.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Why? Why? Because you didn't have a job?

7.

DEFENDANT: Yes. Because he told me that... because we were arguning, I
told him: "So then why, why then did you offer me to live here if you didn't. .."

8.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: And when was that? When he was talking with his
wife?

9.

DEFENDANT: No, he was not yet talking with his wife. Then, then he was done
arguing. I, I, sat, I sat, like this on the, I sat like this on the, I sat like this. I
1

stayed seated on my bed and he told me: ' You know what cousin? Let's just
leave it at that, forgive me, I'm sorry if it gets to my head, I let anger take over"
"No

11
,

I understand" I told him. 'Tm sorry, I would never do anything to you,

we're cousins, we are". And then he called his wife and they started talking. I
told him: "You know what cousin? I better leave because I don't, I don't want to
be here, the truth is I don't feel comfortable". And he tells me: "But where will

I~

you go right now, you think, you think you're going to find a place to stay right
now?" "Well, wherever, even just there in the wild" I told him. "I'll go in there,

,,ti)

there by the railroad, by the fence. Hiding in the fence, I stay there, I don't
know" or I'll ask the neighbor for a place to stay, to help me". "No! but don't be
crazy", and stuff like that. "No, I'm not, not, not crazy. I'm not arguing with you.
I'm only listening to you, I'm not saying anything to you". And he goes: "Well
you know what? Well that;s right, I don't give a shit, I don't give a fuck, go fuck
yourself!!" and stuff like that. So then that's when I got mad at him. I also got
hot headed ... and then ... I hit him.
1. INTERPRETING OFFICER: With what?
2.

DEFENDANT: Huh?

3.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: With what?

4.

DEFENDANT: Ah, no, I, I hit him with, with an iron bar. An iron bar that was

theie.
5.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: With an iron bar?

6.

DEFENDANT: Aha.

7.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: What is an iron bar? Oh, a bar? an iron bar?

8.

DEFENDANT: A piece of bar.

9.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: made of metal?

10.

DEFENDANT: Aha.

11.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok.

12.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: Alright, next question. It sounds like you must be
telling to describe something. What is he trying to describe?

13.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Is he ... Well, what he's saying is they were having
an argument. Hum, he says, he said that he threatens him with the gun and I
called him on it. I told him no, If you are going to keep it going down the lies,
we are going to walk out. We are not going to help you. So I have to readdress that and make sure that didn't actually happen. But, he is saying that
they were arguing, umm at one point David told him that he should leave
because he didn't have a job so, he didn't money that kind of stuff, so they went
back and forth, David kind of of apologizes in the end but, he says, he says I

was mad, he says I was mad, my mind kind of closed off, he grabbed a bar,
some l<ind of metal rod of something, and that's what he hit him with ...

14.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: ok, on the bar, asked if he remembers anything
because I am sure there is two characteristics about that bar, it's very unique,
probably in either end

15.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok

16.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: If he can describe how that bar looked like

17.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, can you ...

18.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: here is a pen

1. iNTERPRETING OFFICER: Can you draw ... where are those other papers

2.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: Outside, I just, maybe I'll go and ask ..

3.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Can you draw the iron bar here? He's saying that
there's some things on the iron bar that he wants you to describe, then, how,

hO\,v vvas the imn bai, can you diaw it?

4.

DEFENDANT: No

5.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: No, he doesn't wanna draw

6.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: Ok, did he leave the rod out?

7.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Where did you leave the iron bar?

8.

DEFENDANT: It's there in the trailer

9.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: there, somewhere in the trailer ... how many times
did you hit him?

10.

DEFENDANT: Like three times

11.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Three times?

12.

DEFENDANT: Three

13.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: He hit him probably three times. And where?

14.

DEFENDANT: On the head

15.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: On the head. David was on the bed?
DEFENDANT: Mhm

16.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, how? How was he laying down?

17.

DEFENDANT: Laying down like this, face up,

18.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: face up?

lb)
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19.

DEFENDANT: Mhm

20.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: So then, laying down on his back?

21.

DEFENDANT: Mhm

22.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Sleeping at that moment?

23.

DEFENDANT: No, he was awake

24.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: He says that he was awake

25.

DEFENDANT: Was awake

26.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: He says that David was lying on the bed and he
was on his back, he was looking up, up so he was on his back and his head
was up. Ok, you hit him three times

1. DEFENDANT: Mhm

2.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Where on the head?

3.

DEFENDANT: I hit him on the head, here ... on the head
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Like a robe? How was it?
5.

DEFENDANT: It was like this

6.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, that's how he .. he says like that. ...what
happened after that?

..c)

7.

DEFENDANT: well I left ...

8.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: he says after that, he says he just left

9.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: Locked the door when he left?

10.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: You closed the door? And where is the key? Is it
on the key chain with the other truck key?

....;)

11 .

DEFENDANT: Yes

12.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: He says it's with the key ring with the truck key

13.

DEFENDANT: Yes

14 .

QUESTIONING OFFICER: ok , ahmm, because it's has been so many stories,

..Q

would he like the opportunity to write for us, so we can keep it straight, we can
portrait to the judge that he was honest, and that way we don't have to
remember what part of the story was true or not

15.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: He says that you have told us several different

f
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stories,

16.

DEFENDANT: Uhum

17.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Umm would you like the opportunity of writing
exactly what happened, ehh so that we can tell the judge: "Look, this is what he
told us", or not? Either way you don't know how to write ...

18.

DEFENDANT: na ah, I know how, but don't know how to write, Spanish, a Little
bit. ..

19.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ti, you want the opportunity to write it down?

20.

DEFENDANT: Well, if I can have it

1. INTERPRETING OFFICER: He doesn't know how to write really well in Spanish but
he is willing to, to try it
2 .. QUESTIONING OFFICER: Oh we will get some papers and let's see if there is
anything else that he would like to tell us about before we go

3.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Um, he's going to show you pencil and paper

4.

DEFENDANT: Uhmm

5.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: So that, so that you can do it. What else can you
tell me about what happened?

6.

DEFENDANT: That's all

7.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, so then, there was an argument,

8.

DEFENDANT: Yes

9.

INTERPRETiNG OFFICER: About you, and not working ...

10.

DEFENDANT: Huh?

11.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Is that true?

12.

DEFENDANT: Yes

13.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: And he was a little upset becaaause ...

14.

DEFENDANT: Hmm

15.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Because you were not paying your share?

16.

DEFENDANT: Yes

17.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok

18.

DEFENDANT: What I tell you is that he told me he would kill me first

19.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: And he told you that he, he was going to kill you?

20.

DEFENDANT: That he was going to kill me with his rifle, and I, well ...

21.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: He still says that "He threaten that he was going to
kill me with the rifle" ... Why would he threaten you?

22.

DEFENDANT: He would get angry all the time, with just , he would get angry
with just any simple little thing, he got angry

23.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: He says he got angry, he says he always got angry
at everything, he says "He threatened to kill me" .... He was lying down?

,.,g

24.

DEFENDANT: ahem

25.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Where was the rifle, when you hit him? Still in the
drawer?

1. DEFENDANT: In the drawer

2. INTERPRETING OFFICER: He says the rifle was still in the cabinet
.;;

.

3.

DEFENDANT: That, that, that's what he told me, 'Look cousin, If I feel like it, I I
can grab the rifle and shoot you with ali the bullets in the rifle" and I said, "But
why? I'm not doing anything to you!" and then he said: "You know what? Let's
just leave it at that, I'm sorry" .

....a)

4.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: But he never grabbed the rifle, right?

5.

DEFENDANT: No, no

6.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: He never grabbed the rifle, he never put the bullets
and never had the rifle

.d

7.

DEFENDANT: No, well, if he had grabbed it, I would've ran, me he would've
killed me.

8.

have left before he had the chance to kill me

.JI))

.IJ()
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INTERPRETING OFFICER: Right. .. he says if he had grabbed the rifle I would

9.

DEFENDANT: Yeah

10.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: Ok, was there a handgun involved at all?

11 .

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Was there a handgun in all this situation?

12.

DEFENDANT: No

13.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: No

14.

DEFENDANT: He only had his rifle, that's all

15.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: He says ..

16.

DEFENDANT: The one that was there, there was a gun that he had but I think
he had pawned it, he had, he had an AK , an AK 47 also, a K 47

17.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: He had one of those?

18.

DEFENDANT: Yes

19.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Which, where is it?

20.

DEFENDANT: Yes

21.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Where is it?

22.

DEFENDANT: He left it there pawned, he left it there

23.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Where?

1. DEFENDANT: He had taken it to the pawn shop
2.

3.
4.

i1;;,

,~
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INTERPRETING OFFICER: Oh
DEFENDANT: For money
INTERPRETING OFFICER: He says he used to have an AK 47, he thinks that

6i

he had an AK 47 at one point, also, but he sold it off foi some money

5.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: Ah

6.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: there was no, no pistol involved, he had one at one
time , but he didn't have it this time, just the, just the 22 rifle

7.

DEFENDANT: and the pistol also, it was a, a 45

8.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: 45? He says

9.

DEFENDANT: Yeah

10.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: that the pistol was a 45

11.

DEFENDANT: He had also pawned it for money

12.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: He thinks he had also pawned or sold it for money

13.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: how long did you live with ...

14.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: How long did you live with him?

15.

DEFENDANT: Like 20 days

16.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: 20 days?

17.

DEFENDANT: Aha, 20 days to a month

18.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: 20 days to a month

19.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: Uhh you have a nickname gallo?

20.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Your nickname is Guallo, something like that?

6,
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21.

DEFENDANT: That's my name

22.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Your name?

23.

DEFENDANT: Aha

24.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: You told me your name is Jose Eduardo

25.

DEFENDANT: My name is Jose Eduardo, but people named Eduardos, are

-.d

called Guayos

26.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Oh, ohhhh ,ok, Guayo, Eduardo, they call Eduardo
Guayo.

27.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: Yep

1. INTERPRETING OFFICER: Yep

-.J

2.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: Yep ·

3.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: So it's a name for Eduardo, Guayo

4.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: Ok

t:
V,

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok anything else?

6.

DEFENDANT: That's all

7.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Thank you, I know it's hard, I know that I still

-.J

believe you are not a mean person.

8.

DEFENDANT: I am not mean

9.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: I don't believe that, ok, I don't

10.

DEFENDANT: I am not mean

11.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: I am giateful becaaaause you told us the tiuth. It

~

will still be hard, it was hard to tell us and it will still be hard. Ok ummm but you
can now start the road of repentance, of your heart, your soul, your body,
everything. Ok, we're bringing you paper and pencil so you can write it what

..::}

happened and we can show this to the judge and say...

12.

DEFENDANT: And can I say, can I write down that he threatened to kill me?

13 .

INTERPRETING OFFICER: You can write, you can write whatever you want. ..

.J)
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But, I recommend that it be the truth

14.

DEFENDANT: Mhm

15.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, to be the truth, because if the truth is not there,
like I said, we still have other things that we know about, we still know other

things, evidence, we have evidence, if it is contrary, contradicts what we know,
it will be worse for you

16.

DEFENDANT: Mhm

17.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: So, everything you write must be the truth, Ok?

18.

DEFENDANT: Ok

19.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: We bring some stuff back so he writes down what
happened, he asked if he could write he had threatened me, I said absolutely, I
said you write whatever you want, but I strongly recommended that itl be the
truth, because we have evidence of stuff and if what you write contradicts what
we know it's going to be worst for you, so I've just recommended that he write
down whatever the truth is whatever it may be

1. QUESTIONING OFFICER: Last thing happens during closure, make sure, make
sure, they, we did not force him to say something that was not truth

2.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok umm, the officei wants to know, thaaat, don't
feel you forced to say something that was not true, makes sense? Does that
make sense or not?

3.

DEFENDANT: What was that?

4.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Heee, we want to know or we don't want you to felt
that is forced to say something that was not the truth

5.
,...

o.

DEFENDANT: Aha
INTERPRETING OFFICER: You felt like that? You felt is was forced to say
something that was not the truth?

7.

DEFENDANT: Nooo

8.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: No, ok, perfect.we are good

9.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: well tell him thank you, for letting us help you

10.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Thank you

11.

DEFENDANT: Aha

12.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Thank you

13.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: And they'll be back, we'll be back soon, ok?

14.

DEFENDANT: Ok

15.

(Whispering voices)

16.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: End of recording at 16:01

17.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: 16:07

18.

QUESTIONING OFFICER: ohh, 07

Addendum C

Uintah County
Sheriff's Department

Uintah County
Sheriff Department

Sheriff ... illegible
Chief Deputy ... illegible

Seal

Voluntary Witness Statement Form
"You are notified that statements you are about to make may be presented to a magistrate or a judge in lieu
of your sworn testimony at a preliminary examination.
Any false statement you make and that you do not believe to be true may subject you to criminal
punishment as a Class "A" Misdemeanor''

Name: _____ LEiva Perez Jose_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Home Address:

-------------------------------

Home Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Other than home phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Incident: ___________ Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Time: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Briefly describe what you saw and can testify to. Understand that you may be summoned
to testify in court to this statement and to the information given to the officer.

mister judge I wish you good health next to your family the purpose of this note is to wish you much
successes in your daily tasks wishing that god biess you today and always this letter is addressed
specially to you. To tell you that what happened with my cousin was to save my life. I ask for your
forgiveness with all my heart give me an opportunity, I have my children to take care of my family
depends on me I did it in self-defense, he was going to kill me. I only defended myself, I am not a bad
person on the contrary I regret very much what I did I beg your pardon a thousand times mister judge.
have my family to support they depend on me they have no one to help them. I only ask for forgiveness
mister judge that you please give me an opportunity to be with my children 6

_ Illegible signature_ _ _ _ _ __

_02/6/2013_

Signature

Date

641 E. 300 S. STE 250
Vernal, UT 84078

Time

Uintah County
Sheriff's Department
Uintah County
Sheriff Department
Sheriff ..• illegible
Chief Deputy ... illegible

Seal

Voluntary Witness Statement Form
"You are notified that statements you are about to make may be presented to a magistrate or a judge in lieu
of your sworn testimony at a preliminary examination.
Any false statement you make and that you do not believe to be true may subject you to criminal
punishment as a Class "A" Misdemeanor''

Name: _____ LEiva Perez Jose_______________________
Home Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Home Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Other than home phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Incident: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Time: _ _ _ _ _ __

Briefly describe what you saw and can testify to. Understand that you may be summoned
to testify in court to this statement and to the information given to the officer.

I want to tell you that I fully regret what I did I didn't meant to. He threatened to shoot me with a rifle
and with kicking me out. I ask dear judge one opportunity to be with my children they need me we are a
poor family, humble, had working, with the desire to get ahead in life, I don't know when I made a
stupidity, we are human beings at any moment we make an error. But only one needs ~o ask God for
forgiveness. For him to give us a new opportunity I ask for it with all my heart. to God and to you mister
judge god bless always you and all your family. And I wish you always have successes in your so precious

job - god bless you.

_ _Illegible signature_ _

_02/6/2013_

Signature

Date
641 E. 300 S. STE 250
Vernal, UT 84078

Time

Addendum D

IN THE EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR UINTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW ON
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO
SUPPRESS

The State of Utah,
Plaintiff,
vs.

Case No. I 31800050

Jose Eduardo Leiva-Perez,

Judge CLARK A. McCLELLAN

Defendant.

This matter is before the Court on the Defendant's Motion to Suppress the confession.

The Court entered written factual findings on the Motion to Suppress on December 17,
2013, which are incorporated in these conclusions. The parties then briefed the legal issues.
Oral argument on the issue was held on February 25, 2014, and he Court took the matter under

advisement. The Court has reviewed all the pleadings on file, the transcript of the interview that
is the subject of this Motion, the transcript of the evidentiary hearing held on November 27,
2013, and conducted research. Being fully apprized of the facts and the law, the Court now
enters its Conclusions of Law.
Defendant objects to the admission of an interview of him that was conducted by police
on February 7, 2013, and a written statement provided by him on the same day, shortly after the
interview was completed. Defendant has two primary objections to the interview and the written
statement. Defendant claims that prior to the interview he did not knowingly and voluntarily
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waive his Miranda rights, and even if he did, he claims that his alleged confession was the
product of improper police techniques and/or coercion. Based on one or both of these theories,
Defendant argues that the interview and the subsequent written statement should be suppressed,
and that they not be admitted into evidence in the trial of this matter.
In raising these two primary arguments, Defendant raises several subarguments. First, the
Defendant claims that he did not knowingly waive his Miranda rights before the interview was
conducted because he did not receive and sign a written Spanish waiver of his rights, which he
claims is required. Second, the Defendant implies, if not states expressly, that under Utah law
and the Utah Constitution, the State's burden in showing his knowing waiver of Miranda must be
proven beyond a reasonable doubt, and not by a preponderance of the evidence. Third, after
determining the proper burden of proof, Defendant claims that the State cannot meet its burden

that he knowingly understood and waived his Miranda rights prior to the oral interview, and his
-written statement. Fourth, Defendant contends that even ifhe received, understood, and waived

his Miranda rights, the oral interview was still involuntary and against his will because the police
used impermissible tactics and coercion to overcome his will. Finally, Defendant contends that
the written statement, after the interview, was the based on an inadmissible interview and is the
fruit of a poisonous tree, and likewise should be suppressed. The Defendant's arguments will be
addressed in turn.
1.

Does Utah law require that the Miranda warning, when given in a foreign language, be in
writing, or follow a prescribed translation?
Defendant argues that a valid Miranda warning under Utah law, at least when dealing

with people who do n~t speak English, should be in writing, and should be accompanied by an
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express, written waiver of the Miranda rights. Absent that, the Defendant argues that at a

vu

minimum, even without a written waiver sighed by the defendant, the oral Miranda warning
should follow an approved written translation. Defendant's Memorandum in Support of Motion
to Suppress, pp. 7 & 8. In support of that position, Defendant cites to authority from foreign
th

jurisdictions, including the following: State v. Perez-Lopez, 348 F.3d 839 (9 Cir. 2003) and
United States v. Gupta, 183 F.3d 615 (7 th Cir. 1999), among others. However, after review of
those cases, the Court determines that they do not support Defendant's broad proposition. PerezLopez stands for the unremarkable proposition that Miranda need not be in writing, but must
include the four required Miranda warnings. Without all of the warnings, the Miranda warning is
invalid, and any statement provided after an improper warning is not admissible. Gupta is a case
involving prosecution for smuggling aliens into the United States for financial gain. Guota does
.. not involve the requirement for written or verbatim Miranda warnings. Rather it deals with
whether Miranda warnings, after an initial interview without Miranda is admission, where the
second interview occurred after proper Miranda. As such, the Gupta case involves an issue
known as an Elstad issue involving the admissibility of a subsequent statement given after
Miranda, when a prior statement was given without Miranda. Defendant has cited no authority
that stands for the broad proposition that Miranda warnings to a foreign speaker must be in
writing, or follow a verbatim, approved translation.
The Court is not aware of any Utah authority that requires that Miranda warnings be
given in writing to non-English speakers, or follow a verbatim, approved translation. 1 Thus, it
1

Dicta in State v. Kozlov, 276 P.3d 1207 (Utah Ct. App. 2012) supports the notion that
when there is concern about the English language skills of the accused that proper Miranda
warnings should be given in the language of the accused.
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appears that like English speaking persons, the adequacy of the Miranda warning depends on the
specific content of the warning.
Utah law on the sufficiency of Miranda warnings provides that there are no required
words that must be given in the warning. State v. Strain, 779 P.2d 221,223 (Utah 1989)("While
Miranda is recognized as obligating police to follow certain procedures in their dealings with an
accused, the decision did not prescribe that law enforcement officers adhere to a verbatim
recitation of the words of the opinion"). All that is required is that the defendant be given a
warning that contains the substance of the Miranda warning, which includes four major areas: (1)
the right to remain silent; (2) the right to have an attorney present; (3) the knowledge that all
statements, if given, can be used against the defendant in a court of law; and (4) the right to have
an attorney appointed, before questioning, if the defendant could not afford one. Id. at 207.
The Court finds that there is no requirement that the warning be in writing, either with an
English speaking person, or a non-English speaking person. The Court further finds that there is
no requirement that the warnings follow a verbatim translation. The Court does not believe there
is any meaningful distinction between the method of delivery of Miranda warnings depending

t":".

Vtiiil

upon whether the accused is an English speaker or a non~English speaker. The Court does not
believe that a verbatim language translation is required. So long as the person giving the
warnings speaks the accused's language, an oral recitation of Miranda warnings which identifies
the four requirements of a valid Miranda warning complies with constitutional requirements.

In this case, Agent Ryan, a person who speaks Spanish, adequately advised the Defendant
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of his rights under Miranda including all four required areas.2 Specifically, the transcript of the
interview provides as follows:
INTERPRETING OFFICER: Before that, I need, we need... Umm you need to
understand your rights.

DEFENDANT: Yes yes.
INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, so, I'm gonna go over your rights, if you don't
understand any of your rights, let me know.

DEFENDANT: Ok.
INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, you have the right to remain silent.

DEFENDANT: Yes yes.
INTERPRETING OFFICER: You don't have to talk to us; you also have the i:ight
to have an attorney present, and if you cannot pay for an attorney, you could have,
umm, an attorney, that is umm, appointed to represent you without cost, Ok? Free.

DEFENDANT: Aha.
INTERPRETING OFFICER: Also, anything you tell us ... Um, can be used
against you in court, Ok?

DEFENDANT: Mhm

2

Defendant contends that there is no evidence that Agent Ryan is a certified Spanish
translator, and implies that there may be a problem with the admissibility of the interview
without evidence of Spanish language interpretation certification. However, Defendant cites no
authority to support that proposition. More importantly, the translation of the interview, was
done by Court certified translators. The Court does not believe whether Agent Ryan was
certified or not has any bearing on the admissibility of the interview, or the written transcript
thereof.
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INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok. Also, if you want to talk to us right now without
an attorney present, you don't have to answer all the questions, Ok? You can stop
the interview whenever, whenever you want.
DEFENDANT: Aha, aha.
INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, do you understand your rights as I have
explained them to you?
DEFENDANT: Aha.
INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, now that you understand your rights, are you
willing to talk to us and explain what happened from your perspective?
DEFENDANT: Yes, what happened, my perspective, I would really like to clear
this up a little bit, you know? Because, because what happened, like I told my
cousins, I talked to them and told them about the comment that occurred and told
them 'Look here, I'm also lamenting what happened, I'm very sorry' I told her, I
even spoke to my cousin because he was called on the phone.
Transcript, p. 4 (Exhibit 1 to Suppression Hearing). With this statement of Miranda, the Court
finds that the Miranda warning was given as required by Utah law, and that there was no
requirement that it be in writing, and that the translation conform to any specific language, so
long as the substance of the Miranda warning was given, which it was.
2.

Does the State have the Burden to Prove Defendant's Waiver Beyond a Reasonable
Doubt, or is a Preponderance of the Evidence the Appropriate Standard?
r>,
',//it/I

Defendant correctly states that the State has the burden to prove the Defendant knowingly
and voluntarily waived his Miranda rights. Defendant's Memorandum in Support of Motion to
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Suppress, pp. 6 & 8. After reciting the State's obligation to show that the Defendant's waiver
was knowing and voluntary, Defendant asserts that the "Utah Constitution[] ... provides for

even greater protections to individuals within the state" and then cites several Utah cases where
Utah appellate courts indicate that it will not hesitate to provide Utah citizens greater protections
under the Utah Constitution. Defendant does not cite any case from Utah that has required a
heightened standard of proof on the issue of the voluntariness of a confession, but he does cite to
cases from Massachusetts, Maine and Georgia that stand for that proposition. Defendant than
offers no explanation why, under Utah's unique history or Constitution, that Utah should follow
a significantly higher burden of proof than most al~ other jurisdictions. Without a detailed

history, or explanation why Defendant believes the Court should follow a higher burden of proof,
the Court is not inclined to follow such a suggestion. Utah appellate courts have consistently
refused to apply a different standard for Utah constitutional issues than that required under the
federal constitution, unless there is specific arguments directed to the history, origin or
peculiarities of the development of Utah's constitution. Since the Defendant does not advance
such arguments, the Court will not address this issue under the Utah constitution.
The resolution of this issue is quite short under the existing application of federal law, as
Utah courts have already clearly stated that the decision on voluntariness of a confession is one
that must be established by a preponderance of the evidence. Indeed, in State v. Allen, 839 P.2d
291, 300 (Utah 1992), the Court held that "in the face of a challenge to the voluntariness of a
statement or confession, it is incumbent upon the prosecution to demonstrate by a preponderance
of the evidence that the statement was made voluntarily based upon the totality of the
circumstances." See also State v. Rettenberger, 984 P.2d 1009 (Utah 1999); State v. Werner,. 76
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P.3d 204 (Utah Ct. App. 2003). Thus, in this case, the Court finds that the State's burden on
voluntariness is a preponderance of the evidence.
3.

Did the Defendant, to a Level of Preponderance of the Evidence, Waive his Miranda
Rights?
Defendant argues that the State has not met its burden to show that Defendant lmowingly

waived his Miranda rights because he answered parts of the Miranda questions with an "Aha" or
an "Mhm'', rather than an unequivocal "yes''. Defendant's Memorandum, p. 8. The implication
of such an answer is that such a response is ambiguous, and cannot meet the State's burden that
he knowingly waived his Miranda rights. Defendant further contends that the officer did not
"attempt to clarify with the Defendant his level of understanding with regards to the United
State[] [sic] justice system nor if he fully understood the implications of waiving his right to
remain silent or obtain an attorney." Id.
Defendant's position requires two separate considerations. First, a factual determination
whether "Aha" and "Mhm" establishes an affirmative assent by a preponderance of the evidence.
Second, whether in determining the voluntariness of a Miranda waiver, the State must establish
Defendant's subjective understanding of exactly what rights he is waiving.

As to the first, an examination of the transcript of the interrogation is all that the Court
has to make that determination, along with evidence presented by the parties at the suppression
hearing. The Court was not provided with an audio recording of the interrogation, as it was done
primarily in Spanish. Often the review of the audio recording, in cases where a party responds in
"aha", "uh huh" or "mhm", will shed light on the parties' understanding and intent. That is not
available to the Court in this case.
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The written transcript of the interview provides as follows:
INTERPRETING OFFICER: Before that, I need, we need ... Umm you need to
understand your rights.
DEFENDANT: Yes yes.
INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, so, I'm gonna go over your rights, if you don't
understand any of your rights, let me know.
DEFENDANT: Ok.
INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, you have the right to remain silent.
DEFENDANT: Yes yes.
INTERPRETING OFFICER: You don't have to talk to us; you also have the right
to have an attorney present, and if you cannot pay for an attorney, you could have,
umm, an attorney, that is umm, appointed to represent you without cost, Ok? fee.
DEFENDANT: Aha.
INTERPRETING OFFICER: Also, anything you tell us ... Um, can be used
against you in court, Ok?
DEFENDANT: Mhm
INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok. Also, if you want to talk to us right now without
an attorney present, you don't have to answer all the questions, Ok? You can stop
the interview whenever, whenever you want.

DEFENDANT: Aha, aha.
INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, do you understand your rights as I have
explained them to you?
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DEFENDANT: Aha.

INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok, now that you understand your rights, are you
willing to talk to us and explain what happened from your perspective?
DEFENDANT: Yes, what happened, my perspective, I would really like to clear
this up a little bit, you know? Because, because what happened, like I told my
cousins, I talked to them and told them about the comment that occurred and told
them "Look here, I'm also lamenting what happened, I'm very sorry" I told her, I
even spoke to my cousin because he was called on the phone.
Based on the written transcript, there is no question that the officer received an
unequivocal yes, that the Defendant understood that the officer, before he spoke with him,
wanted the Defendant to understand his rights. And as to the first part of Miranda, which is the
right to remain silent, Defendant stated the he knew he had the right to remain silent. Also, at the
end of the colloquy, after all of the Miranda rights were given, and after the officer summarized
what he believed was an unqualified assent that Defendant understood his rights, the officer
asked "are you willing to talk to us and explain what happened from your perspective." The
Defendant's response was again an unequivocal, "yes".
If there was any ambiguity, it concerned the Miranda warning relating to the right to an
attorney, the right to have an attorney appointed without cost, and the right to use whatever
information was given against the Defendant in Court. As to those questions, there was not a
direct affirmation of assent, but rather an "Aha" or a "Mhm."
In deciding how the Court should interpret those responses, it is helpful to examine the
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responses in the context of the entire interview. First, the Aha's and Mhm were sandwiched

between two clear aiid unaiubiguous statements of affirmative responses. This suggests that the
subject "Aha,, and "Mhm" responses were also affirmative responses. Second, the officer clearly
understood, and acted as if the responses were affirmative responses. That is based on the
officer's continued progress through the Miranda warnings, and the fact that he continued with
the interview without explanation or clarification of the responses. Third, throughout much of
the remainder of the interview, when the officer asked clarifying questions that required an
affirmative response, the Defendant answered with an "Aha" or a "Mhm" rather than a yes on
numerous occasions. 3 See responses on pages 5, 8, 10, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 21, 22, 30, 31, 32, 33,
36, 37, 41, 42, 44, 45, 46, 47, 50, 51, 52. The frequency and consistency of the "Aha" and/or

"Mhm" responses convinces the Court to a high level of certainty, along with the officer's
understanding and the sandwiching of the responses between two clearly affirmative responses,
that the Defendant understood the statements that the officer made with respect to all of the
Miranda warnings. Based on these considerations, the Court is confident that the Defendant
understood the words of the Miranda warnings and agreed to speak with the officer, by at least a
preponderance of the evidence, and likely to a higher level.
The Court's finding on that point, does not end the Court's analysis. Defendant contends
that the officer did not inquire and, therefore, could not understand, whether Defendant
understood what rights he was waiving without a specific inquiry into the Defendant's
understanding of the United State's judicial system and the rights he had thereunder. On that
3

During the interview, there were times when the Defendant did respond with "yes" and
"no". However, the majority oftimes that a clarifying affirmative answer was sought, the
Defendant responded with Aha or Mhm.
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point, Defendant states that a "suspects[sic] background and experience with the criminal justice
system is an important factor when weighing voluntariness, particularly with the U.S. legal
system." Def.'s Memo. Support Mot. Suppress, P. 8. Defendant then cites to the Utah case of
State v. Streeter, 900 P.2d 1097 (Utah Ct. App. 1995) and United States v. Robles-Ramirez, 93
F. Supp.2d 762 (W.D. Tex. 2000). However, review of these cases shows that they do not stand
for the proposition that inquiry into the Defendant's understanding of the United States legal
system is required in determining the voluntariness of a Miranda waiver. 4
Utah courts, as far as I can determine, have never directly addressed how a defendant's
understanding of the U.S. legal system and a defendant's subjective history, cultural background
and perceptions of legal processes and proceedings in a country other than the United States

should be considered when evaluating the voluntary waiver of Fifth amendment Miranda
warnings. Other courts that have looked at that issue, however, have held that those factors are
of limited use in making the determination of the voluntariness of a confession. See U.S. v.
Hasan, 747 F. Supp. 2d 642 (E.D. Va. 2010). As the Court in Hasan noted:
[I]t appears from the case law of several Courts of Appeals that the inquiry as to
whether a defendant understood the recitation of the Fifth Amendment rights focuses
not on the defendant's understand of the U.S. criminal justice system, the democratic
form of government, and/or the concept of individual rights, but rather on whether
the defendant could, merely as a linguistic matter, comprehend the words spoken to
him.
4

Robles-Ramirez involves the suppression of a statement by an illiterate Mexican citizen,
who did not read or write Spanish and had a diminished mental capacity and an I.Q. between 66
and 72. State v. Streeter involved an 18 year old defendant who initially invoked his right to
have an attorney present during questioning, and then later initiated communication with the
police without an attorney. The issue in the case was whether the second interrogation was
admissible. Neither case addressed whether the Defendant's waiver of Miranda was voluntary
based on his understanding, or lack of understanding of the legal system.
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Id. at 670-71 (omitting citations to eight separate cases from five separate circuit courts of
,.:J

appeal). The Colorado Supreme Court noted in the case of People v. Al Youif, 49 P.3d 1165,
1170 (Colo. 2002) that "the defendanfs cultural background as it bears upon his understanding

has limited relevance: it goes to only whether he understood his basic choices-not whether he

understood the tactical advantages of each or the constitutional premises upon which they are
based." Id. The requirement for a valid waiver, as stated by the Colorado Supreme Court was
that "the state must present evidence sufficient merely to 'demonstrate that the accused
understood that he did not have to speak, that he had the right to the presence of counsel, and that
state could use what he said in a later trial against him."' Id. citing and quoting, People v. Daoud,
-~

462 Mich. 621,614 N.W.2d 152, 159 (2000). "[O]ne of the primary reasons for requiring only
the most basic of understandings relates to the underlying purposes of Miranda, to wit:
'Excluding otherwise validly obtained confessions on the basis that the defendant subjectively
did not understand his rights, although there were no signs indicating any degree of confusion'
serves no purpose because '[t]here is nothing more the police could do, nor is there any
objectionable police behavior."' Id. at 1170. (Citations omitted).
In this case, the Court does not believe consideration of the Defendant's understanding or
lack of understanding of the U.S. legal system, and in light of whatever perceptions he may or
may not have based on his understanding police activities or procedures in Guatemala is
necessary to determine whether Defendant understood his Miranda rights in this case. T~e Court
finds that the Defendant received, in Spanish, which was his native language, a proper recitation
of his Miranda rights. The Court further finds that the Defendant understood those rights, and

affirmatively asserted that he understood them. Finally, the Court finds that the Defendant
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waived those rights when he indicated he wanted to waive them and wanted to clear up the
events that he was accused to be involved with when he talked with the police.

4.

Was the Defendant's Statement Caused by Coercion and/or Police Impropriety
Making it Involuntary, and Inadmissible?

Defendant's next argues that even if the Miranda warnings were appropriate his statement
was still involuntary and inadmissible because it was procured through inappropriate police
techniques and inappropriate threats and/or promises. Defendant's Memorandum in Support, p.
11. The Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution "protects individuals from being
compelled to give evidence against themselves. State v. Rettenberger, 984 P.2d at 1012. Under
the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment certain interrogation techniques, either in
isolation or as applied to the unique characteristics of a particular suspect, are so offensive to a
civilized system of justice that they must be condemned. Id. (quoting Colorado v. Connelly, 479
U.S. 157 (1986).
When the voluntariness of a confession is challenged, the Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendments require the prosecution to demonstrate by a preponderance of the evidence that the
statement was made voluntarily. State v. Bunting. 51 P.3d 37 (Utah Ct. App. 2002). In assessing
such a challenge, a trial court must examine the totality of circumstances to determine whether a
statement was made freely, voluntarily and without compulsion or inducement of any sort. Id.
(quoting Rettenberger, at p. 1013).
For a court to find that a confession was involuntary "'evidence to support [that] finding .
. . must reveal some physical or psychological force or manipulation that is designed to induce
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the accused to talk when he otherwise would not have done so." Id. In addition, "there must also
be a causal relationship between the coercion and the subsequent confession." State v. Werner,
76 P.3d 204 (Utah Ct. App. 2003). "In other words, the evidence must show that the coercive
tactics ... overcame the defendant's free will." State v. Galli, 967 P.2d 930, 936 (Utah 1998).
As the Court noted in Rettenberger, the totality of the circumstances analysis includes
considerations such as the duration of the interrogation, the persistence of the officers, polic~
trickery, absence of family and counsel, the defendant's mental health, mental deficiency,
emotional instability, education, aged and familiarity with the judicial system. Rettenberger, at
1013.
A.

Conditions and Duration of the Interrogation: The interview was conducted in

the infirmary at the Uintah County Jail. The only people present were the Defendan.t, Agent
Ryan from the FBI who acted as the interpreter, and Detective Issacson, who was the
investigating officer. Defendant, who had been arrested on a warrant, was in the infirmary
because of a slow healing leg injury that he had sustained sometime before the events that are the
subject of this criminal prosecution. The infirmary was quite cold, based on the statements of the
Defendant and both of the officers. After the Defendant indicate during the interview that he was
cold, Agent Ryan asked him ifhe wanted to wrap himself in the blanket that he received. See
Transcript, p. 20, 1. 9. After the officer asked Defendant about wrapping himself in the blanket,
there is no other discussion about the temperature of the room, or any discomfort to the
Defendant. The Court finds that while the room was cold, the Defendant was offered and had
available blankets to make himself comfortable. After the statement about the blanket, which
apparently solved any issues that the room was uncomfortable, there is no further complaint or
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discussion about the temperature of the room. The Court finds that there was nothing about the
coolness of the room, or any significant intentional conduct of the officers that was aimed at
making the Defendant uncomfortable during the interview that affected the voluntariness of the
interview. In fact, it is clear that the officers wanted the Defendant to be comfortable, and made
sure that his expressed physical needs were met.
The interview was conducted over a period of approximately 95 minutes. This was a
relatively short time period, and well within the time period of other interviews that the Utah
appellate courts have found within constitutionally reasonable time periods. Because of the
interpretation issues, and the need for the interpreting officer to confer with the other officer, the
actual amount of time spent interrogating the Defendant was less than the 95 minutes. The Court
finds that nothing about the duration or conditions present during the interview was coercive or
inappropriate.
B.

The persistence of the officers: Under this part of the analysis, the Court finds that

the officers were not excessively persistent in questioning the Defendant. In fact, the interview
started out with the Defendant giving long narrative responses to the officers to explain his
version of the facts. After a period of time, the officers challenged the truthfulness of some of
the statements of the Defendant, but did not do so in an overly aggressive or assertive manner.
Defendant, like nearly all persons facing such serious criminal charges, initially denied that he
was involved in criminal activity of any kind, and attempted to implicate others in the alleged
murder of the victim. After a while, the officers informed the Defendant that they did not believe
his version of the facts, and asked him ifhe wanted to further explain his actions. The Court
finds that the officers' effort to challenge the Defendant as to his version of the facts was not
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inappropriate or excessive, and was of a type and nature that routinely occur during police
--d)

interviews. If officers were required to stop pursuing questions about alleged illegal activity
upon a defendant's denial, no Defendant would ever admit to illegal activity. The persistence
demonstrated by the officer was of the type and nature that the Court finds is consistent with
appropriate police activity. The officer did not demean or embarrass the Defendant. The
interview was conducted professionally.
C.

Absence of family and counsel: The Defendant did not have family or counsel

present. The Defendant did not ask for family to be present, nor did he request counsel. The fact
that Defendant was alone during the interview is not surprising given that he had been arrested
based on a warrant. Without a request for family or counsel present, this factor is not significant
in the analysis.
D.

Defendant's Background and Understanding: Defendant was 36 years old at the

time of the suppression hearing, which was approximately [] months after the alleged murder in
this case. Defendant is a native of Guatemala, where he grew up in a rural area of southern
Guatemala next to Honduras and El Salvador. His parents were farmers. Defendant went to
public school in Guatemala through the second or third grade, and had no formal education after
that time. Defendant had entered the United States illegally a few months prior to the death of
David Urrutia. Defendant had been in the United States on one prior occasion in the State of
Hawaii for an undetermined period of time. Defendant had been deported from Hawaii, the
specifics of his detention and deportation were not disclosed. There was no evidence of
Defendant having any other interaction with the police in the United States. There was no
indication or evidence that the Defendant had any mental or emotional issues that made it
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difficult for him to understand questions. Defendant was articulate and answered all questions
appropriately, while in court, and based on the translation of the interview with the police during
the interview. Although the Defendant testified that he did not read or write Spanish, he did
provide a written statement to the officers, after the interview was completed. The Court has
reviewed the translation of that statement that the Defendant made after the interview was
completed. The statement, which was written in Spanish and translated to English, demonstrates
more than a basic ability to write Spanish. The letter shows that Defendant has considerable
ability to communicate in Spanish in writing, and to formulate ideas, and express himself clearly.
The letter also shows that he is not very well educated, formally, as he has very poor punctuation
skills, as many of the sentences run on and on without the benefit of periods. 5 In spite of the
technical punctuation errors in the letter, it is apparent that the Defendant can write to a level
Gi.,,
5

The text of the English translation of his letter is as follows:

mister judge I wish you good health next to your family the purpose of this note is
to wish you much successes in your daily tasks wishing that god bless yo:u today
and always this letter is addressed specifically to you. To tel you that what
happened with my cousin was to save my life. I ask for your forgiveness with all
my heart give me an opportunity, I have my children to take care of my family
depends on me I did it in self-defense, he was going to kill me. I only defended
myself, I am not a bad person on the contrary I regret very much what I did I beg
your pardon a thousand times mister judge. I have my family to support then
depend on me they have now one to help them. I only ask for forgiveness mister
judge that you please give me an opportunity to be with my children 6 I want to
tell you that I fully regret what I did I didn't meant to. He threatened to shoot me
with a rifle and with kicking me out. I ask dear judge one opportunity to be with
my children then need me we are a poor family, humble, had [sic] working, with
the desire to get ahead in life, I don't know when I made a stupidity, we are
human beings at any moment we make an error. But only one needs to ask God
for forgiveness. For him to give us a new opportunity I ask for it with all my
heart. To God and to you mist judge god bless always you and all your family.
And I wish you always have successes in your so precious job - god bless you.
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consistent with normal and appropriate speaking vocabulary that he used while testifying, that his
thoughts are ordered and linear, and that can appropriately explain himself in writing.
Defendant has had minor involvement in the criminal justice system in Guatemala where
on one occasion he was arrested for being "drunk" and spent five days in jail. After his five days
jail, he was released without a trial or further judicial proceedings. Defendant testified that he
believes that police authorities in Guatemala attempt to manipulate and abuse people who are not
educated. Defendant's belief is not based on any personal involvement with Guatemalan police
authorities, or even family members who have suffered such abuses, but rather based on his
observations, and what he has heard. Defendant acknowledges that he has not had any
experiences with the poiice in the U.S. during which he was manipulated or abused, except for
the alleged manipulation in this case. Defendant's only involvement with police authorities in
the U.S. occurred in the instance when he was deported, and this instance.
The Court finds, based on the testimony of Dr. Furlong, that it is common for
Guatemalans to believe that police are abusive and corrupt based on the experiences of other
people in their country. These feelings are more widespread among the poor and the uneducated.
It is not uncommon for people to be held in Guatemalan jails without trials and without charges.
The Court also finds that the justice system in Guatemala does not provide the same kind of
procedural protections to people accused of crimes as does the United States. In Guatemala, for
example, which follows principles of law formulated in Spain, the Defendant has the obligation
to prove his innocense. Defendants are not provided with attorneys, and there is no right to

remain silent. There is a notion of "personalism" in Latin American societies that provides that
if you have a personal relationship with someone in power, then you have the ability to receive
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favorable treatment. It's not the ideology or office that provides power, but rather the association
with the person that is critical. The State objects to the consideration of any testimony of Dr.
Furlong because he does not have any personal knowledge as to the political system and the
justice system in the local area in southern Guatemala where the Defendant lived and was raised.
However, the Court finds that Dr. Furlong's testimony was based on his education and training as

an expert on political systems and the justice system in Guatemala as a whole. The Court finds
that his opinions as to the beliefs, and the bases for those beliefs, among the people of
Guatemala, as a whole provides adequate foundation to provide testimony in this case.
In this matter, the Court finds that the Defendant, although uneducated, is not suffering
from any mental deficiency or emotional instability that affects his ability to understand what is
happening to him. The Defendant is capable of writing Spanish and communicating reasonably
well in his native language in writing. Defendant demonstrated during his testimony at the
suppression hearing that he can think critically, and respond appropriately to questions that are
asked of him. There is no indication that he suffers from any mental deficiency or emotional
instability. The Defendant has successfully found his way into the United States on two
occasions, without proper papers. Although there is no evidence on how he managed to reach
the United States, the Court believes that such conduct requires ingenuity and resourcefulness.
The Court finds that the Defendant, who does not speak English, appears to be of at least average
intelligence. Defendant responds articulately to questions where asked. Defendant did not
appear overly deferential, or compliant when under cross examination with the State. Nor does
the transcript from the interview show that the Defendant was_afraid to express positions that
were not those of the interrogating officers. There is no evidence that the Defendant is
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susceptible to undue influence or that he is easily manipulated, or willing to blindly follow
authority. 6 The Court finds that the Defendant understood that whatever problems there were
with police authorities in Guatemala that he was not under the impression that those same
characteristics apply to the police in the United States.
E.

Police techniques and trickery: The police employed the false friend technique in

their efforts to get the Defendant to provide them information about his involvement in the case.
The police, on several occasions, indicated that they wanted to help the Defendant and that it
would be in his interest to tell them the truth. The police told the Defendant that ifhe would tell
them what happened they would talk to the prosecutor and the judge in a favorable way. The use
of the false friend technique in this case does not appear to be excessive or unusual. The officers

were attempting to build a rapport, or a confidence with the Defendant so that he would share
with them his involvement in the case. Utah law provides that the false friend technique,
6

Although Defendant testified that he mistrusted police officers in general, and that he
believed that the officers interviewing him had the ability to influence the courts in this case, the
truthfulness of his statement is undercut by another statement in his examination. Specifically,
on redirect by his counsel, Defendant was asked how he came to believe that police can
manipulate other people. Defendant's answer indicates that he understood that there was a
difference between police in his home country, and those in the United States. The exchange was
as follows:
\4P

~

Q.

[Defense Counsel]: Do you remember testifying earlier that police - you get the
sense that they can manipulate other citizens?

A.

Defendant: Yes, yes.

Q.

Okay. Where do you gain that perception or that belief?

A.

What happens very different from here, what happens there is manipulation
because of money.

Suppression Hearing Transciipt, p. 80.
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"standing alone, is not sufficiently coercive to produce an involuntary confession, but may be
significant in relation to other tactics and factors.'' State v. Bunting, 51 P.3d 37 (Utah Ct. App.
2012). In this case, the use of the false friend technique does not appear excessive or unusual or
inappropriate. The police did not employ any other alleged deception or trickery during the
interview in this matter.
While the false friend technique, alone, is not enough to make the confession coercive,
there is another troubling part of the interview when the police made general statements about the
potential sentence that he would receive ifhe refused to tell them the truth in this matter, which
amounted to a different version of the facts than those that the Defendant had initially provided
to the officers, that requires more thorough analysis. The Defendant testified at the suppression
hearing that the police made promises to him that if he would tell the truth and accept
responsibility for the murder that he would not have a long punishment. The transcript actually
does not support that statement. However, the transcript does indicate that the Defendant was
told on one. occasion that if he did not tell the truth that the penalty that he would receive would
be worse. The exact language from the transcript is as follows:
Agent Ryan: When, when the time comes, when the time comes to go to court, he
says that we want to be able to work with you. And they can work with you if you
say the truth. If you don't want to say the truth, the, the, the penalty, that's how
you say it? The penalty will be worse. The punishment will be worse, ok? You
can say .the truth, explain what happened and they can work with you when the
time comes to see a judge. It will be less charges.
Deputy Issacson; We make mistakes. We like to work with people, because we
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all make mistakes.

Agent Ryan: He says that we all make mistakes and we want to give the
opportunity to, to help with a person to truly repent.
Deputy Issacson: If you stand on the facts since you are now, then in person is not
what the facts show. And I don't know how we can help you. We want to be part
of your team.
Agent Ryan: We want to help you, ok? And if you continue with the, with the
story that, that you told us, it's not worth it, ok? We can't help you because
almost everything you said is false, and you know it. And we know it, ok? You
want to tell us the truth about what happened? We understand, we won't think
that you're a horrible person, ok? But we want to !mow the truth. We want to
lmow what happened between you and David.
Transcript pp. 38 & 39 (Exhibit 1).

After that exchange, the Defendant stated that he did not kill his cousin, but that it
was done by three people. As Defendant continued with this version of the facts about how his
cousin was killed, he was interrupted by Agent Ryan, who challenged the truthfulness of the
Defendant's account. The Agent said:
Keep on telling these things, I really don't want to listen. I don't want to hear
because you know, like I said, those are lies. And a person who is repentant, will
not continue with this story. So if you're continuing with this, if you don't want
to say the truth, it's fine. We'll leave right now, ok?, but we have evidence, we
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know in detail what happened. Not details, but we know it was you. We want
and we can help. If you don't want our help, it's fine. But I honestly do not, not,
want to hear that story again about three people who didn't arrive, ok? It's your
decision. We can help or we can go.

Deputy Issacson: Ok, explain to him there is a difference in the law, it is
understandable when someone comes forth and stands tall for the mistakes
they've made, versus someone who doesn't.
Agent Ryan: The officer says that there is also a difference with the law, there is a
difference with someone who admits what happened instead of hiding the truth.
That is the help we can offer. We can tell the judge, the attorneys that "Look, he
told us the truth, maybe not at first, but he told us the truth."
Deputy Issacson: Here we give him a chance to help himself, and help his family
out.
Agent Ryan: We can help you. This is your opportunity to be honest and show the
judge and the court that you want to repent and leave everything behind. What
happened?
Transcript p. 39 & 40 (exhibit I).
After that exchange, the Defendant told the officers that he had killed the decedent
in self defense. Defendant explained that there was an argument, and that the decedent pulled a
gun on him because the Defendant was not paying his share of the expenses. In response to the
claim of self defense, Agent Ryan said: "If you keep lying, we go and you won't get any help
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from us." Transcript p. 43, l. 11. It was at that point that the Defendant changed his statement to
indicate that his cousin had told him that he could load his gun with bullets and empty them into
the Defendant. "He told me that if he wanted to, he would load the rifle up with bullets and
would empty them on me all he want." Transcript p. 44, l. 3. Defendant then indicated that he
got "hot headed ... and then ... I .hit him." Transcript p. 45. The exchange with the officer after
that went as follows:
INTERPRETING OFFICER: With what?
DEFENDANT: Huh?
INTERPRETING OFFICER: With what?
DEFENDANT: Ah, no, I, I hit him with, with an iron bar. An iron bar that was there.
INTERPRETING OFFICER: With an iron bar?
DEFENDANT: Aha.
INTERPRETING OFFICER: What is an iron bar? Oh, a bar? An iron bar?
DEFENDANT: A piece of bar?
INTERPRETING OFFICER: Made of metal?
DEFENDANT: Aha.
INTERPRETING OFFICER: Ok.
Transcript p. 45 (exhibit 1).
In summary, Agent Ryan, at one point in the interview, indicates to the Defendant that if
he did not tell the truth that the penalty or punishment that he would receive would be worse, and
that the charges would be worse. After that exchange, the Defendant did not confess to the
murder of the decedent, but continued in his assertion that three people had come to the trailer
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and assaulted the decedent. Agent Ryan informed the Defendant that his claim as to three people
coming to the trailer and assaulting the Defendant was a lie, and that the police authorities could
not help him ifhe did not tell the truth. It was after that exchange that the Defendant implicated
himself in the death of this cousin, albeit under the justification of self defense.
Utah appellate courts recognize that officer statements that induce confessions based on
promises of favorable treatment for defendants if they cooperate are not coercive, or
inappropriate. State v. Strain, 779 P.2d 221 (Utah 1989). However, where there is a threat of
more severe punishment without a confession, those statements are iri most cases found to be
coercive. Id. The Court in Strain stated:
"The mere representation to the defendant by officers that they will make known
to the prosecutor and the court that he cooperated with them, or appeals to the
defendant that full cooperation would be his best course of action have been
recognized as not coercive. However, as the State freely admits in the instant case
most courts have found a confession involuntary where a threat to pursue a higher
charge if the accused did not confess, or a promise to pursue a lesser charge ifhe
did confess, was exhortative."

Id.
Since the Utah Supreme Court's initial statement in Strain that in most cases where there
have been police threats of more harsh punishment without ~ confession, rendering any statement
resulting therefrom involuntary, Utah appellate courts have craved out an area where there are
exceptions to the general rule. For example, in State v. Werner. 478 P.3d 204 (Utah Ct. App.
2003) the Court affirmed a trial court decision finding of a voluntary confession in the case of a
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defendant where the police threatened more harsh penalties without a confession, and the police
made blatantly false statements about the existence of video evidence of the alleged sexual
assault, which did not in fact exist. In spite of those recognized inappropriate police activities,
the Court determined on the totality of the circumstances that the threats and false information
about the existence of critical evidence did not overcome the will of the Defendant, and cause
him to confess. The appellate court recognized that the police did not make a personal guarantee
to the defendant, as they had done in Strain. Significantly, the Court found that the Defendant's
will was not come by the police threats, as the Defendant did not parrot back facts that were
provided to him by the police. The police conducted the interview in a non coercive
environment, which was humane and non insulting, much different than the conditions of the
interview in Strain. Finally, the Court recognized that the defendant was not nearly as
susceptible to the false friend technique, as was the defendants in other cases such Rettenberger.
In one of the more recent cases involving a threat of more harsh penalties without a
confession, the Court of appeals affirmed the trial court's denial of a motion to suppress in a
murder case in State v. Buntine, 51 P.3d 37 (Utah Ct. App. 2012). In Bunting, the Defendant
claimed the police used the false friend technique, threatened a first degree murder charge
without a confession, and falsely represented the evidence. In affirming the denial of the motion
to suppress, the Court of Appeals distinguished the officer's threats from those made in
Rettenberger because the officers did not make "significant reference to capital murder and its
lethal consequences." The appellate court further found that there was evidence that the
defendant's will was not overcome because he did not parrot back police fed facts, as had been
the case in Rettenberger, and that the defendant was not as susceptible to the false friend
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technique, as was the defendant in Rettenberger. 7 In Bunting; the Court explained the Utah
Supreme Court does not mandate the suppression of confessions obtained in every case where
there has been a threat of more harsh punishment. The Court stated:

In Rettenberger, the supreme court recognized that even strong suggestions that a
defendant might not face a particular charge or punishment if he confessed
'standing alone, may not ... overcome [a defendant's] will' but may 'constitute
evidence that, when considered in light of the totality of the circumstances,
strongly weighs against that the confession was voluntary.

In this case, the Defendant's claim of police trickery and/or impropriety is that the police
used the false friend technique, and made one general threat of more harsh punishment if the
Defendant did not provide the police with a confession. Defendant does not contend that the
police provided false information about the strength of the State's case against him, which is
confirmed by a review of the transcript. In fact, in this case there is little explanation from the
police about what evidence the State has that implicates the Defendant in the murder. In
connection with that fact, the Defendant did not parrot back facts that were fed to him by the
police, as there is really no discussion about the State's evidence. The Defendant gave a
statement that he hit the decedent with an iron bar because he believed that the decedent would
fill him full of bullets from a gun.
There is no evidence that the defendant's will was overcome. The Defendant did not
7

This last finding is particularly important as there were claims and expert witness
testimony in Bunting that the Defendant's I.Q. was slightly below normal and that he had mild
brain damage caused by chronic alcoholism.
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parrot back facts to him, as had been done in other cases. The Defendant, throughout the
interview, either denied involvement, or after admitted involvement, did so in a way in which a
jury might infer that there was justification for his action. At no point did the police provide
information to the Defendant about how the murder was accomplished. It was the Defendant, not
the police, who provided information as to what weapon was used, where the Defendant was
struck, the location of the Defendant's body in the trailer, and other similar information that was
obtained in the interview. This is not a case where the facts related to how the death occurred
were supplied by the police and parroted back by the Defendant.
The defendant is not mentally deficient, or susceptible to the false friend technique.
There is no evidence that the Defendant suffered from diminished mental capacity. The Court
does not believe the fact that Defendant does not speak English, by itself, sheds any light into
whether the Defendant is susceptible to manipulation or coercion. The fact that Defendant comes
from a country that has a different political system and justice system does not make him more
susceptible to police manipulation, in this case. The Court finds that the Defendant's subjective
abilities, as discussed above, is a much more significant indicator of Defendant's ability to be
manipulated, than is an expert's opinion that people similarly situated as the Defendant have a
distrust of police officials in Guatemala. It is particularly pertinent to the Court's analysis that
this is no evidence or indication that the police officers involved in Defendant's interview had
any understanding of the political history of or the justice system in Guatemala. There is no
evidence that the police had any understanding of the notion of "personalism", and that they
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attempted to exploit that notion during the interview with the Defendant. 8 The fact that police
officials did not attempt to exploit a known deficiency is a factor that the Utah courts have
considered when examining the totality of the circumstances in whether a confession is
voluntary. Here, there is no evidence the officers were even aware of any potential deficiencies
based on the Defendant's cultural background, or that they took any action to attempt to exploit
any such deficiencies.
The nature of the threat, although troubling, was much more benign than it was in other
cases, where the confession was suppressed. There was not mention of the category of the
offense, if the Defendant did not confess. There was no mention of a capital offense or the lethal
consequences thereof, if such a charge was pursued, without a confession. There were not a
number of references to more harsh punishments, without a confession. The officer made the
statement of a more harsh punishment in one place in the transcript.
The statement as to Defendant's involvement did not follow directly after the officer's
threat of more harsh treatment. Rather, immediately after the threat, the Defendant continued
with his earlier narrative where he claimed that three people in a black truck assaulted the
decedent. Although it is true that the statement of his involvement came within a few pages in
the transcript after the threat, Utah court's recognize that a separation in time between the threat
and the confession is a factor to be considered.

8

Significantly, the Court finds, based on his testimony, that Defendant understood that
police tactics and policies in Guatemala were not the same as they are in the United States.
Although Defendant testified he believed that the officers had influence with the judge and the
prosecutors during his testimony at the suppression hearing, the Court does not give much weight
to that assertion, in light of his testimony that he understands that police are "different here
[U.S.] than they are there [Guatemala].
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This case is much more similar to Werner and Bunting, in which the courts affirmed
denials of motions to suppress, that it is to Strain and Rettenberger. Based on the totality of the
circumstances as set forth above, the Court denies the Motion to Suppress.
Because the Court believes the Defendant's was voluntary, and obtained without
coercion, the written statement provided by the Defendant after the interview was completed
could not be the fruit of a poisonous tree, and it also is not suppressed.
Dated this

,Z, 1f'--day of

Mc.. .rt- ~

,

2014.

BY THE COURT:

t~~

t,

LA

CLARK A. McCLELLAN, District Court Judge
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Addendum E

IN THE EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR UINTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

FINDINGS OF FACT FOR
NOVEMBER 26, 2013
SUPPRESSION HEARING

State of Utah,
Plaintiff,
vs.
Jose Eduardo Leiva-Perez, aka
Jose Levie-Perez aka
Jose Leiva aka Jose Perez,

Case No. 131800050
Judge CLARK A. McCLELLAN

Defendant.

The matter came on for hearing on Defendant's Motion to Suppress his alleged
confession. The alleged confession was recorded at the Uintah County Jail on Feburary 7, 2013.
At the November 26, 2013, suppression hearing the State of Utah was represented by
Uintah County Attorney, Mark Thomas. The Defendant was represented by Greg Lamb. The
Defendant was present and in custody. The Court had the assistance of two certified Spanish
language interpreters from the Administrative Office of the Courts.
At the suppression hearing, the State provided evidence through Deputy Leonard
Issacson, a written transcript of the statement given by the Defendant on February 7, 2013, and a
written statement provided by the Defendant the same day. The statement was written in Spanish
,··_:\

".r!Y

and had to be transcribed and interpreted into English. The tape of the interview was not entered
into evidence. The written statement of the Defendant, an alleged confession, was entered into
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evidence, and the interpreters were asked to translate it into English. Defendant objected to the
admission of the written statement. The Court denied the Defendant's objection. The Defendant
cross examined the State's witness, and presented evidence from the Defendant, and from
William Furlong, a Utah State University Professor, who provided evidence as to the political
conditions in Guatemala specifically and Latin America generally. The Court has considered the
testimony of Deputy Issacson, the testimony of the Defendant, the English transcript of the
alleged confession and the English translation of the written statement in making its findings.
Defendant's position at the suppression hearing is that the oral statement he made to
Deputy Leonard Issacson, with the assistance of FBI Agent Dave Ryan, who interpreted for the
Defendant and Deputy Issacson, and who also conducted some of the interrogation, should be
suppressed. Defendant also asks that the written statement he provided after the end of the
interrogation be suppressed. Defendant argues that he did not receive a written Miranda warning,
and accordingly his statement cannot be admitted as he did not knowingly waive his right to not
incriminate himself and his right to have an attorney, and the oral warning was not verbatim to

the requirement of federal law. Additionally, Defendant argues that his statement should be
suppressed because it was not voluntary. The Defendant argues the confession was obtained
through coercion, or deception. Specifically, Defendant argues that Utah law requires proof
beyond a reasonable doubt that his confession was knowing and voluntary, and that the State ·.cannot show that he knowingly and voluntarily waived his rights to self incrimination to that
level. Defendant further asserts that the Deputy and/or the interpreter made inappropriate
promises that ifhe confessed to the murder that the deputy would talk to the judge, and the
Defendant would receive more favorable treatment than if he failed to confess. Defendant also
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argues that the Deputy and Agent promised that if he told the truth the punishment would be less,
and that if he did not, the punishment would be more harsh.
Findings of Fact
1.

The case arises out the death of David Urrutia ("Decedent") in early 2013. Mr.

Urrutia is the Defendant's cousin. Defendant was living with the Decedent in a camper trailer in
the Fart Duchesne area of Uintah County.
2.

Law enforcement was notified by the Decedent's family members that they had

not had any contact with him for several days, and were concerned about him. Law enforcement,
with the assistance of the Decedent's family, went to the trailer on or about January 7, 2013, to
investigate the reason for their inability to contact the Decedent. After peering into the trailer,
law enforcement saw the Decedent's body on the floor, and blood stains in the trailer. Law
enforcement, based on exigent circumstances, entered the trailer and discovered that David
Urriutia was dead. Based on the evidence at the trailer, law enforcement believed the death

3.

Law enforcement believed that the Defendant was involved in the death. Law

enforcement obtained an arrest warrant for the Defendant. Defendant was the only person whom
a warrant for arrest was sought.
4.

Defendant was located in the Moreno Valley of southern California. The

Decedent's vehicle was located in southern California, in the general area where the Defendant
was located.
5.

Defendant was brought back to Utah on February 6, 2013. Deputy Issacson and

Sheriff Merrill transported the Defendant from Salt Lake City to Vernal. Deputy Issacson, with
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the assistance of FBI Agent Dave Ryan, who acted as the interpreter, interviewed the Defendant
in the Uintah County Jail on February 7, 2013. The interview started at approximately 2:26 p.m.

and ended at 4:01 p.m., which is a period of approximately 95 minutes. The only people present

during the interview were Deputy lssacson, Agent Ryan, and the Defendant. There was no
evidence that Agent Ryan was certified as a court interpreter. There was no evidence if Agent
Ryan was identified to the Defendant as only an interpreter, or that he would also be conducting
the interview as a law enforcement officer, and posing his own questions to the Defendant.
6.

At the time of the interview, the Defendant had an inj~ry to his foot that had

occurred some weeks before as the Defendant entered the United States. The Defendant's foot
was infected. The interview was conducted in the infirmary at the jail, and the room was quite
cold. The Defendant had a blanket on him to keep him warm.
7.

After a bit of small talk, Agent Ryan gave Defendant Miranda warnings. The

warnings were done verbally. There was no written statement of Miranda in Spanish or English.
The entire statement of Miranda is as follows:
Agent Ryan: Before that, I need, we need .. , umm you need to understand your rights.

Defendant: Yes, Yes.

Agent Ryan: Ok, so, I'm gonna go over your rights, if you don't underst~nd any of your
rights, let me know.

Defendant: Ok.
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Agent Ryan: Ok, you have the right to remain silent.

Defendant: Yes, Yes.

Agent Ryan: You don't have to talk to us; you also have the right to have an attorney
present, and if you cannot pay for an attorney, you have, umm, an attorney, that is umm,
appointed to represent you without costs, Ok? Free.

·~

Defendant: Aha.

Agent Ryan: Also, anything you tell us ... Umm, can be used against you in court, Ok?

Defendant: l\.1hm
~-

Agent Ryan: Ok. Also, if you want to talk to us right now without an attorney present,
you don't have to answer all the questions, Ok? You can stop the interview whenever,
whenever you want.

Defendant: Aha, aha.

Agent Ryan: Ok, do you understand your rights as I have explained them to you?
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Defendant: Aha.

Agent Ryan: Ok, now that you understand your rights, are you willing to talk to us and
explain what happened from your perspective?

Defendant: Yes, what happened, my perspective, I would really like to clear this up a
little bit, you know? Because, because what happened, like I told my cousins, I talked to

them and told them about the comment that occurred and I told them "Look here, I'm also
lamenting what happened, I'm very sorry." I told her, I even spoke to my cousin because
he was called on the phone.

8.

The Miranda warning that was given contained the four federally required

statements that must be given, namely: 1) the right to not give a statement; 2) the right to have an
attorney present during questioning; 3) the right to have a court appointed attorney if you could
not afford one; and 4) the knowledge that any statement given could be used against the
defendant in court.
9.

Defendant stated unequivocally that he understood his first right, i.e., the right to

remain silent. His response to the second, third and fourth rights was less unequivical. The
transcript indicates that the Defendant said, "aha'>, and "mhm" on those rights, and after all of the
rights were given, Defendant again indicated with a response of "aha." The Court did not have
the benefit of the audio tape of the interview, which may have offered additional insight of

Defendant's intent with his responses. However, the Court believes that based on the
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interpreter's continued questioning of the Defendant, and the fact that he did not seek a
clarification of the "aha" or "mhm", that the interpreter believed that the Defendant understood

his Miranda rights as given. The Court makes this finding to a level of preponderance of the
evidence. As to a higher standard, if one is needed, the Court cannot make such a finding. There
:~

is some uncertainty based on the fact that there was not a clear statement.
10.

After the Miranda warning was given, the interview with the Defendant started.

Deputy Issacson intended that he would question the Defendant, and Agent Ryan would interpret
the interview word-for-word. That procedure quickly broke down. Agent Ryan started
conducting the interview himself by posing his own questions to the Defendant, while providing
Deputy Issacson with a summary of the investigation.
11.

After the interview was over, Deputy Issacson left the Defendant with paper and

pens and told the Defendant to put the details of what had happened, in his own words, on paper.
Deputy lssacson and Agent Ryan left at that point. Defendant wrote a statement in Spanish after
they left.

12.

Agent Ryan did not ask any questions regarding Defendant's education level, or

his prior involvement in the U.S. legal system, or prior incarcerations or interaction with police
in the United States. There were no questions about whether Defendant had any mental or
emotional issues that made it difficult for him to understand the questions. Deputy Issacson had
no lmowledge, at the time of the interview, of Defendant's prior involvem_ent in the U.S. legal
system. Deputy Issacson did lmow that the J:?efendant had been deported from Hawaii. Agent
Ryan did not ask Defendant any questions about prior employment, or his ability to read and
write Spanish.
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13.

During the examination of the Defendant, the Court learned that the Defendant

had no prior violations of the law in the United States, except his deportation from Hawaii.
Defendant had been arrested one time in Guatemala for intoxication, and had served
approximately 5 days jail, and then released.
14.

Defendant grew up in a rural area of southern Guatemala next to Honduras and El

Salvador. His parents were farmers and they planted corn and beans. The Defendant was 34
years old at the time of the interview. Defendant went to public school in Guatemala through the
second or third grade, and had no formal education after that time. Defendant had entered the
United States a few months prior to the death of David Urrutia. There was evidence that the
Defendant had also, on one prior occasion, been in the State of Hawaii for a period of time, the
length of which was not determined, and was detained there, and deported. The date of that
everit was not provided.
15.

There was no evidence of any mental or emotional problems that the Defendant

had. There was no evidence of a learning disability, except his demonstrably deficient public
education of two or three years.
16.

Defendant testified that he had a belief that police authorities in Guatemala

attempt to manipulate and abuse people who are not educated. Defendant did not have any
personal involvement with Guatemalan police authorities on which to base his opinion. His
belief was based on what he had heard and seen.
17.

Defendant testified at the hearing that he did not want to talk to the police at the

time that he was interviewed at the Uintah County Jail. However, the transcript indicates that he

was somewhat anxious to clear up what he believed was a misunderstanding of his position as to
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what happened to his cousin at the trailer. The Defendant gave a version of the facts that
implicated three other people in the death of his cousin. The police, after allowing the Defendant
an opportunity to tell his version of events, told the Defendant that they did not believe him on

several occasions.
18.

Defendant testified that the police said he was not telling the truth, and that if he

would accept the blame for the death of his cousin, that they would tell the judge not to punish
him for a long time. Defendant indicated that he believed if he didn't admit his involvement in
his cousin's death, he would get a long sentence. He testified that Deputy Issacson and Agent
Ryan told him that if he took the blame the judge would not punish him for a long time, but

would deport him. Defendant indicated that he had that belief because of his experiences in
Guatemala where he believed that the police had the ability to fix things with judges.
19.

Defendant's testimony as to what he was told during the interview is not

completely consistent with the transcript. The transcript indicates that Agent Ryan and Deputy
Issacson did not tell Defendant that the Judge would not punish him for a long time if he told the
truth. Rather, the Agent and the Deputy said the following:

Agent Ryan: When, when the time comes, when the time comes to go to court, he says
that we want to be able to work with you. And they can work with you if you say the
truth. If you don't want to say the truth, the, the, the penalty, that's how you say it? The
penalty will be worse. The punishment will be worse, ok? You can say the truth, explain
what happened and they can work with you when the time comes to see a judge. It will
be less charges.
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Deputy Issacson: We make mistakes. We like to work with people, because we all make
mistakes.

Agent Ryan: He says that we all make mistakes and we want to give the opportunity to, to
help with a person to truly repent.

Deputy Issacson: If you stand on the facts since you are now, then in person is not what
the facts show. And I don't know how we can help you. We want to be part of your
team.

Agent Ryan: We want to help you, ok? And if you continue with the, with the story that,
that you told us, it's not worth it, ok? We can't help you because almost everything you
said is false,

a.,.11d

you know it. And we know it, ok? You want to tell us the truth about

what happened? We understand, we won't think that you a horrible person, ok? But we
want to know the truth.

20.

We want to lmow what happened between you and David.

After that exchange, the Defendant stated that he did not kill his cousin, but that it

was done by three people. As Defendant continued with his version about how his cousin was
killed, he was interrupted _by Agent Ryan. The Agent said:

Keep on telling these things, I really don't want to listen. I don't want to hear
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because you know, like I said, those are lies. And a person who is repentant, will not
continue with this story. So if you're continuing with this, if you don't want to say the
truth, it's fine. We'll leave right now, ok?, but we have evidence, we know in detail what
happened. Not details, but we know it was you. We want and we can help. If you don't
want our help, it's fine. But I honestly do not, not, want to hear that story again about
three people who didn't arrived, ok? It's your decision. We can help or we can go.

Deputy Issacson: Ok, explain to him there is a difference in the law, it is understandable
when someone comes forth and stands tall for the mistakes they've made, versus
someone who doesn't.

Agent Ryan: The officer says that there is also a difference with the law, there is a
difference with someone who admits what happened instead of hiding the· truth. That is
the help we can offer. We can tell the judge, the attorneys that "Look, he told us the
truth, maybe not at first, but he told us the truth."

Deputy Issacson: Here we give him a chance to help himself, and help his family out.

Agent Ryan: We can help you. This is your opportunity to be honest and show the judge
and the court that you want to repent and leave everything behind. What happened?
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21.

After that exchange, the Defendant told the officers that he had killed the

Decedent in self defense. Defendant explained that there was an argument, and that the Decedent
pulled a gun on him because the Defendant was not paying his share of the expenses. In response
to the claim of self defense, Agent Ryan said: "If you keep lying, I'm leaving!,,

22.

The Defendant then tells the officers that the Decedent threatened him with a gun.

The Defendant told the officers the Decedent was angry and said that he didn't care anymore.
The Defendant then stated that he too got angry and that he then hit him with an iron bar while
the Decedent was lying down on the bed face up. .

23.

The officers then indicated that they wanted to give the Defendant the opportunity

to write down what had happened because they had received several different versions of the
events about how the Decedent was killed. The officers gave the Defendant paper and pens and
left him to write what had happened. The translated, written statement of the Defendant is as
follows:

I want to tell you that I fully regret what I did I didn't meant to. He threatened to
shoot me with a rifle and kicking me out. I ask dear judge one opportunity to be
with my children they need me we are a poor family, humble, had working, with
the desire to get ahead in life, I don't know when I made a stupidity, we are
human beings at any moment we make an error. But only one needs to ask God •
for forgiveness. Fo him to give us a new opportunity I ask for it with all my heart.
to God and to you mister judge god bless always you and all your family. And I
wish you always have successes in your so precious job -- god bless you.
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mister judge I wish you good health next to your family the purpose of this note is
to wish you much successes in your daily tasks wishing that god bless you today
and always this letter is addressed specially to you. To tell you what happened
with my cousin was to save my life. I ask for your forgiveness with all my heart
give me an opportunity, I have my children to take care ofmy family depends on
me I did it in self-defense, he was going to kill me. I only defended myself, I am
not a bad person on the contrary I regret very much what I did I beg your pardon a
thousand times mister judge. I have my family to support they depend on me they
have no one to help them. I only ask for forgiveness mister judge that you please
give me an opportunity to be with my children 6

24.

On cross examination, Defendant admitted that he had had no personal

involvement with the police in Guatemala where he had been manipulated or abused. Defendant
admitted that the had not had any experiences with the police in the U.S. where he was allegedly
manipulated. Defendant's only involvement with police authorities in the U.S. involved the
instance where he was deported, and this instance. There was no specific information about the
deportation. There was no information whether he had received Miranda at that time .. There was
no evidence in this hearing about whether Defendant understand Miranda, or what it meant.

25.

Defendant testified that he was deceived when he spoke with the police about

what had happened to his cousin. When he started to tell the police his version of the events
with his cousin, they told him that they did not believe him. He testified one of the officers got
mad. Defendant indicated that if he said that he did it, they would help him get deported, and
that he would not have a harsh punishment. There was nothing in the transcript that ever
indicated that anyone told the Defendant that he would be deported if he cooperated, or did not
cooperate.
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26.

The Court finds that the Defendant's testimony at the hearing that he was

threatened with more harsh punishment if he told the truth, but rather would receive more
favorable treatment in the form of deportation, rather than a long pris9n sentence is not credible,
and was not contained in the transcript. However, the Court indicates that the transcript does
indicate in two places that Defendant was told that if he did not indicate that he was involved in
the Decedent's death that the punishment would be more harsh. The Court finds that the
language of the transcript is the best evidence of what the Defendant was told, and not what he
testified to at the hearing.

27.

Defendant acknowledged that the officers did not tell him what to write. The

police did not tell the Defendant what to say about where the victim was hit.

28.

Dr. Furlong is the director of Latin American Studies at Utah State University. He

had extensive experience living and studying in Latin American, and had lived in Argentina, and
Peru, and had visited every country in Central America, including Guatemala.

29.

Dr. Furlong testified that he taught one week each year about the politics of

Guatemala. He testified that Guatemala had a period of war and political and police corruption
that lasted approximately 30 years from 1968 through 1995. During that time, approximately
200,000 people had been killed by the military and police security forces. Although Dr. Furlong

had not been to the south of Guatemala, the area where the Defendant was from, he believed that
area of Guatemala had been affected by the war similarly to other areas of the country to which
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he had traveled.

30.

Dr. Furlong opined that it was common for the people of Guatemala to believe

that police were abusive and corrupt. These feelings were more widespread among the poor and
the uneducated. It was not uncommon for people to be held in Guatemalan jails without trials
and without charges.

31.

Dr. Furlong testified that Guatemala does not provide the same kind of procedural

protections to people accused of crimes as does the United States. In Guatemala, which follows
principles of law formulated in Spain, the Defendant has the obligation to prove his innocence.
Defendants are not prnvided with attorneys, and there is no right to remain silent. He further
testified that there in a notion of ''personalism" in Latin American societies that provides that if
you have a personal relationship with someone in power, then you have the ability to receive
favorable treatment. It's not the ideology or office that provides power, but rather the association
with the person that is critical.

32.

The police interrogation of the Defendant was less than two hours. The officers

were not particularly persistent and the tone of the interview, at least as provided in the written
transcript, was not unduly harsh. Although the police indicated that they believed that the
Defendant was lying when he asse11ed his version of the facts, their efforts to disabuse the
Defendant of his truthfulness was not excessive. The police did not employ excessive attempts at
deception. Although there was some effort to use the false friend technique, the effectiveness of
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that device seemed to be mooted by the language barrier and by the Defendant's personal view
on police in general. Defendant did not have family or friends or counsel present during the
interrogation,and none were requested. On the final issue, there were two threats of more harsh
punishment if the Defendant did not change his story from one in which he was not involved in
the Decedent's death to one where he was involved. The actual language used by the officers,

has already been cited. The Defendant admits that he was involved in Decedent's death within a
few pages of the alleged threats in the written transcript.

Dated this

/1<r"-day of _ _P<-:_...;;;;;c....;;;;;...__ _ _ , 2013.

BY THE COURT:

0-.

t\.

Ir--

CLARK A. McCLELLAN, District Court Judge
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URTS

1

MR. SIDWELL: The only thing that we know about the

2

gentleman that they brought in was chat he was there on the

3

night that the police were doing the investigation.

4

been no foundation that he's one of the three people that he's

5

identified.

6

So I'm going to call Sandra.

There's

She was there on that

7

night also, the same as this_person, af!d I'm going to ask her

8

the same question, because he was allowed to do it.

9

there's the same foundation.

10

the same as this person.

11

been --

12

She --

She was there on chat night, just

In fact,

any of the people that have

THE COURT: Okay, and I'll rule. I'm not going to allow

13

you to do that.

14

that is you presented evidence -- or you made -- examined

15

witnesses with respect to coworkers that were potential people

16

that went to the trailer in a black truck.

17

that was here, Pedro, was a coworker.

18

elements.

19

quescion as to that person.

20

MR. SIDWELL: Okay.

21

THE COURT: The other people :hat you would call don't

The reason I'm not going to allow you to do

fit the foundation at all,

23

to allow you to ask that question.

25

He fit the foundational

I' 11 allow it -- and so that's why I allowed the

22

24

The individual

and there would be no basis for me

MR. SIDWELL: Okay, based on that, the defense is going
to rest.
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1

THE COURT: Okay, are you going to call your client?

2

MR.

·i
-'

THE COURT: Have you talked co him about his right to

SIDWE~L: Ho.

4

testify, to make the selection Lo testify even if you told him

5

you didn't thi~k it w~s

6

~

good idea?

MR. SIDWELL: We've talked about it, buc we probably

7

need to do that again on the record.

8

do that

9

I'm wondering if we could

THE COURT: Oucside the presence of t~e jury?

10

MR. SIDWELL: -- outside of the jury.

11

THE COURT: I think that's an appropriace thing to do.

12

So here's where we are; and let me just talk to Counsel.

13

me excuse the jury, and then -- well, here's

14

I'm thinking and I want to get your idea.

15

instructions ready to go.

16

to a half hour to instruct, and then you're going to have

17

closing arguments.

18

Let

here's what

I have the jury

It's going to take about 20 minutes

We're breaking up to -- we're coming up to lunchtime.

19

I would like to instruct before lunch, keep the jury here,

20

bring in lunch for them, and then do opening arguments for

21

them, and then do opening argument after lunch.

22

think -- would you ra:her me instruct before -- !mmediately

23

before closing argument, or are you okay with a break between

24

instruction and start you~ closing arg~ments?

25

Do you all

MR. SIDWELL: I have no preference.
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